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The Cosmi Infrared Bakground (CIB) is made up of the olletive light from
galaxies and quasars built-up over the entire osmi history. It plays an important
role in haraterizing the evolution of galaxies and ontains information on other
soures inaessible to diret detetion. In this dissertation, I seek to understand
urrent CIB measurements in terms of all soures emitting sine the era of the rst
stars.
First, I model the CIB arising from known galaxy populations using 233 mea-
sured UV, optial and NIR luminosity funtions from a variety of surveys spanning
a wide range of redshifts. Our empirial approah, in onjuntion with a halo model
desribing the lustering of galaxies, allows us to ompute the utuations of the
unresolved CIB and ompare to urrent measurements. I nd that utuations from
known galaxy populations are unable to aount for the large sale CIB lustering
signal seen by urrent spae observatories, and this disrepany ontinues to diverge
out to larger angular sales. This suggests that known galaxy populations are not
responsible for the bulk of the utuation signal seen in the measurements and favors
a new population of faint and highly lustered soures.
I also empirially reonstrut the evolving extragalati bakground light from
galaxies and derive the assoiated opaity of the universe to high energy photons out
to z ∼ 4. Covering the whole range from UV to mid-IR (0.15-25µm), I provide for
the rst time a robust empirial alulation of the γγ optial depth out to several
TeV. In the absene of signiant ontributions to the osmi diuse bakground
from unknown populations, suh as the putative rst stars and blak holes, the
universe appears to be largely transparent to γ-rays at all Fermi/LAT energies out
to z ∼ 2 whereas beoming opaque to TeV photons already at z ∼ 0.2.
In addition, I study ontributions from extragalati populations to a reently
disovered ross-orrelation signal of the CIB utuations with the Cosmi X-ray
Bakground (CXB). I model the X-ray emission from AGN, normal galaxies and hot
gas residing in virialized strutures, alulating their CXB ontribution and spatial
oherene with all infrared emitting ounterparts. At small angular sales the oher-
ene between the CIB and the CXB an be explained by galaxies and AGN. However,
at large angular sales I nd the net ontribution from these populations only to
aount for a fration of the measured CIB×CXB signal. The disrepany suggests
that the signal originates from the same unknown soure population produing the
CIB lustering signal out to ∼1 deg.
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Chapter 1: Introdution
Observational osmology has taken signiant strides to fulll its ultimate goal: to
reonstrut the entire history of the universe. Whereas the simple onditions of the
early universe are manifested in the osmi mirowave bakground (CMB), powerful
telesopes reveal a seemingly mature population of galaxies already existing when
the universe was merely ∼500 million years old. At some earlier stage, gas had to
ondense into galaxies, stars and blak holes, transforming the hitherto dark fea-
tureless universe into one of an inreasingly omplex state. These objets were able
to onvert mass into energy aording Einstein's famous equation E = mc2 and thus
began lling the universe with eletromagneti radiation. This radiation, aumu-
lated over the entire osmi history, gives rise to the osmi infrared bakground
(CIB) that an be observed today. The CIB therefore probes galaxy evolution from
the early universe to the present epoh and ontains information about objets in-
aessible to urrent telesopes.
Shortly after the disovery of the CMB, the fundamentals of the CIB were
laid out by Partridge & Peebles 1967 who predited
1
its level (1). It was not until
muh later that CIB investigations beame an empirial siene as measurements
1
Despite a number of assumptions, their alulation ame remarkably lose to the atual levels.
1
needed to be onduted from spae in the absene of the Earth's atmosphere. Even
from spae however, foregrounds from the Solar System and the Galaxy present
a great hallenge for unovering the CIB. The rst instrument entirely devoted
to the CIB was The Diuse Infrared Bakground Experiment (DIRBE) on board
the COBE satellite, launhed in 1989. It provided the rst reliable measurements
and marked the beginning of the observational CIB era. Sine DIRBE, various
observatories have provided a wealth data that has allowed us to probe the CIB using
multiple tehniques: diret ux measurements, galaxy ounts, angular utuations
and interations with high energy γ-rays. In spite of these eorts, many questions
remain unanswered. For example, we still do not know the absolute ux of the
CIB and how muh originates in the early universe; there is a long-standing tension
between the CIB ux and upper limits inferred from extragalati γ-ray studies
(see Chapter 3); we see a large sale lustering signal in the CIB utuations that is
inonsistent with any known types of soures (see Chapter 2). This dissertation aims
to shed light on these issues through a better understanding of the utuations in the
unresolved CIB and through omplementary insights from high energy astrophysis.
1.1 Theoretial Bakground
1.1.1 Cosmologial Paradigm
In the late nineteen twenties, George Lemaître disovered that the universe is ex-
panding. He notied that galaxies are rushing away from us with veloities (v) that
are proportional to their distane (d), a relation that has historially been aredited
2
to Edwin Hubble and alled Hubble's law (2; 3; 4)
v = H0d (1.1)
whereH0 is the Hubble onstant, measured today to be approximately≃ 70km s−2Mpc−1.
Had the universe always expanded at this rate, then all matter should have been
onentrated at the same point H−10 = 1.4 × 1010 years ago suggesting that the
universe may have had a beginning. The disovery ultimately led to the Big Bang
theory, a tremendously suessful theory desribing the beginning and evolution of
the universe out of a very dense state.
Einstein's theory of general relativity provides a framework for desribing the
universe as a whole. In what is alled the osmologial priniple, the universe is
isotropi and homogeneous on largest sales. The metri for homogeneous and
isotropially distributed matter is the Friedmann-Lemaître-Robertson-Walker met-
ri (FLRW), whih an be written
ds2 = −dt2 + a2(t)
[
dr2




where a(t) is the sale fator of the universe representing the expansion with time,
t, and (r,θ,φ) are spherial oordinates. The onstant k desribes the geometry of
the universe, taking on a value 1 for a losed universe, 0 for a at universe, and
−1 for an open universe. Points at rest remain at xed oordinates (r,θ,φ) but the
physial distane between them inreases with time, governed by a(t). As photons
3
travel through an expanding universe, they are strethed suh that their observed
wavelengths beome larger than their emitted wavelengths, shifting them towards
the red part of the spetrum. The strething fator an therefore be dened as the
redshift (z)







where we have set the sale fator at the present day to a0 = 1. For low redshifts,
the standard Doppler formula applies i.e. z ≈ v/c and the reession veloities of
galaxies an be derived from emission/absorption lines in their spetra. The redshift
(and the sale fator) is therefore a diret measure of the expansion of spae sine
the photons were emitted.
For the FLRW metri (Equation 1.2), the Einstein equations of general rela-












relating the expansion of the universe, H(t), to its energy ontent, ρ. The energy
(and matter) density of the universe has three types of omponents: matter, radia-
tion, and vauum energy (or a osmologial onstant), suh that the net density is
ρ = ρm + ρr + ρΛ. For the equation of state of eah omponent, p = p(ρ), energy
onservation shows how they evolve with time
Ω = Ωma
−3 + Ωra
−4 + ΩΛ (1.5)
4
where we have dened the ratio of the total density to the ritial density Ω = ρ/ρcrit
with ρcrit = 3H




(1 + z)3Ωm + ΩΛ + (1 + z)




where Ωk ≡ −k/H20 . Note, that Ωm ontains both dark matter and ordinary matter
(baryons). In the standard hot Big Bang model, the universe is initially dominated
by radiation and trasitions to matter domination at z ∼ 104. The standard ΛCDM
osmology refers to the state of the urrent universe whih is dominated by old
dark matter and dark energy ΩCDM + ΩΛ ≃ 0.95. For all epohs of interest in this
dissertation, radiation is negligible and urvature is measured to be lose to zero.
For a given set of osmologial parameters the redshift an be used as a uni-
versal timekeeper. The exat relation between redshift and osmi time follows









(1 + z)3Ωm + ΩΛ + (1 + z)4Ωr + (1 + z)2Ωk
(1.7)
The latest CMB measurements provided by the Plank satellite nd the best-t
osmologial parameters (h,Ωm,ΩΛ)=(0.678,0.308,0.692) and (Ωr,Ωk)≃0.
The levels and struture of the CIB depend on the history of energy produed
by the baryoni omponent of the universe. The baryoni evolution is governed
by the gravitational growth of density inhomogeneities, that both depends on the
nature of dark matter and the osmologial parameters. Observations of the CMB
5
reveal a very uniform early universe with density utuations of roughly one part
in 105. Gravitational instabilities ause these small utuations to grow with time,
ultimately leading to the lumpy universe of galaxies and lusters we see today.
Imposing perturbations to the uniform expansion, δ ≡ δρ(~x)/ρ̄, one an show that





δ̇ − 4πGρ̄mδ = 0 (1.8)
where ρ̄m is the average matter density. In a at, matter dominated universe,
utuations simply grow as δ ∝ a(t). The density eld δ(~x) is often desribed in
terms of the power spetrum P (k) = 〈|δk|2〉 where δk is the Fourier transform of
δ(~x) and k is the wavenumber. Figure 1.1 shows the evolving three dimensional
power spetrum as a funtion of wavenumber. In the most general models, ination
produes a power spetrum P (k) ∝ kn with n ≃ 1. During the radiation dominated
era, utuations do not grow inside the horizon c/H−1 and the power spetrum turns
over at the horizon sale at matter-radiation equality, asymptoting to P (k) ∝ k−3
towards small physial sales. On the smallest sales, the power spetrum hanges
as the growth of perturbations beomes non-linear.
The power spetrum is normalized by the variane observed in the density
eld over a sphere of 8 h−1Mp, measured today to be σ8 = 0.86. The variane over












Figure 1.1 Left: The matter power spetrum as a funtion of omoving wavenumber
at several redshifts. The alulation assumes the BBKS approximation i.e. ref. (8).
At the largest sales P (k) ∝ kn with n = 0.96 with a turnover at the horizon sale
at matter-radiation equality asymptoting to P (k) ∝ k−3. Towards the smallest
sales, the shape shanges as utuations beome non-linear (9). Right: The Press-
Shehter mass funtion of dark matter halos (see Equation 1.10) that have ollapsed
at several redshifts (10).
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where j1(kR) is the rst order Bessel funtion. Adopting a spherial model for the
evolution and ollapse of density utuations would give that any mass that, in linear
approximation, reahed the density ontrast of δcol = 1.68 ould ollapse. Therefore
η = δcol/σM gives the number of standard deviations a given objet had to be in
order to ollapse at the given z. CDM and most ination inspired models predit
that the primordial density was Gaussian, so the fration of the total mass density
in ollapsed halos at redshift z is given by F (> M) = erfc(η/
√
2). Dierentiating
the fration of dark matter in halos above M yields the mass distribution of dark
matter halos. Letting dn be the omoving number density of halos of mass between















where η and σM are funtions of mass as well as redshift.
1.1.2 Isotropi Bakground Flux
The energy of all light rays passing through an area dA in time dt and frequeny





The radiative energy density desribes the energy of light rays in a ylinder of
volume dV = cdtdA in the frequeny range dν, uν = dE/(dV dνdΩ). The mean
8





As radiating soures build up bakground radiation over time, it is onvenient to
relate Iν to the evolving volume emissivity jν = dE/(dV dtdνdΩ) (sometimes alled






Beause the expansion of the universe, jν is evaluated at the rest frame frequeny,
ν ′, whih is related to the observed frequeny ν ′ = ν(1 + z). We express the surfae











For extragalati bakground light in the ultraviolet, optial and near-infrared regimes,
the ux is most ommonly expressed in units of nW m−2sr−1. Conversions to other













Beause the energy density of the universe is omposed of disrete soures,
a sometimes more useful expression of Equation 1.14 is one expressing the ux in
9
terms of the luminosity funtion Φ(L) = dN/dLdV , a quantity whih is ommonly
















where k(z) orrets rest-frame luminosity to the observed frame (k-orretion) and
the volume element in a FRLW universe is dV = cd2La(t)dt. This is equivalent
to Equation 1.14 with the identiation νjν =
∫
LΦ(L)dL. The ux distribution
of disrete soures an be obtained by projeting the evolving luminosity funtion
onto the sky and setting dS = dL/4πd2L. This gives the number ounts, another











in number per solid angle. The number ounts an be integrated to diretly obtain








where Slim is the lowest ux soure deteted in the survey. This is referred to as the
resolved bakground whereas integrating over undeteted soures, from zero to Slim,
gives the unresolved bakground. Together they make up the total bakground. In
optial surveys, magnitudes m are typially used rather than the physial ux, S.
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Table 1.1 Conversions between the AB and Vega magnitude systems in near-IR
bands







Note.  Adopted from refs. (13) and (14). See also Chris Willmer's page on the absolute
magnitude of the sun: http://mips.as.arizona.edu/ naw/sun.html








where S(m) = ν · 10−0.4(m−48.6) erg s−1cm−2. Throughout this dissertation, we use
the AB magnitude system whih is diretly related to the physial ux (12)
mAB = −2.5 log10 Sν − 48.6 (1.20)
where Sν is in erg s
−1cm−2Hz−1. Table 1.1 lists the adopted onversions between
the AB and Vega magnitude systems (13; 14).
1.1.3 Bakground Anisotropies
Anisotropies in the CIB arry valuable information about the soures produing
it. Anisotropies an be haraterized in terms of utuations about the mean CIB
level. At any oordinate position θ on the sky, the CIB surfae brightness ux an
11
be written as
F (θ) = 〈F 〉+ δFθ (1.21)
where 〈F 〉 is the mean isotropi ux and the utuation δFθ is a funtion of an-
gular oordinates. The two-dimensional Fourier transform of δFθ is dened as
δq =
∫
δFθ exp (−iq · ~θ)d2q where q is the angular wavenumber vetor in rad−1. The
utuation eld an be analyzed via the angular power spetrum, P (q) ≡ 〈|δq|2〉
where the average is performed over all angles. The power spetrum an be e-
iently alulated using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). One an also use the
orrelation funtion w(θ) = 〈δF (x)δF (x + θ)〉 whih is simply the inverse Fourier
transform of the power spetrum. The mean square utuation on angular sale
θ = 2π/q an be onveniently approximated as (13)




We will use this representation of the utuations throughout this dissertation.
The angular power spetrum from extragalati populations an be deom-
posed into the lustering and shot noise of the underlying soures
Ptot(q) = Pcl + Psn. (1.23)
The lustering term desribes the spatial orrelation of the underlying soures and
is related to their three dimensional power spetrum, P (k, z), by projetion onto
12









P (qd−1c , z)dz (1.24)
where dc(z) is the omoving distane and H(z) is dened in Eqn. 1.6. The quantity
in the square brakets is the rate of ux prodution over the osmi history. The
shot noise is a sale independent white noise omponent arising from the utuation
in the number of soures within the instrument beam (essentially ounting noise).








where Slim is the minimum deteted soure brightness. Beause galaxy lustering
has power spetrum that inreases towards large sales, the shot-noise omponent
beomes progressively more important at smaller angular sales. In measurements
with a nite beam, the intrinsi power spetrum is onvolved with the window fun-
tion of the instrument, suppressing power at the smallest angular sales. Conversely,
if the beam window funtion is known, the power spetrum an be deonvolved by
dividing by the beam window funtion. Beause CIB studies enompass relatively
small parts of the sky (angular sales .1 sr) we adopt the Cartesian formulation of
the Fourier analysis i.e. a at sky approximation. However, the CIB utuations
an be equivalently desribed using spherial harmonis, Cl = 〈|alm|2〉. In this de-




Observationally, the CIB is diult to distinguish from the generally brighter fore-
grounds within the solar system and the Milky Way. The primary objetive of the
DIRBE instrument on board COBE was to measure, or signiantly onstrain, the
CIB in the 1.25240µm range. Both the foreground and bakground results from
DIRBE were presented in a series of papers (16; 17; 18; 19) and were followed by
several investigations attempting to extrat the isotropi omponent (mean level) of
the CIB (20; 21; 22; 23). The CIB levels derived are in mutual agreement despite
very dierent methods of foreground removal. In addition, studies from subsequent
Japanse infrared missions, IRTS and Akari, are onsistent with the DIRBE-derived
CIB (24; 25). Figure 1.3 summarizes the measurements of the CIB ux in the
15µm range. They all seem to indiate CIB levels in exess of the ux from in-
tegrated galaxy ounts from high resolution surveys. The exess, a fator of 28
growing towards shorter NIR wavelengths (26), was initially suggested to originate
from massive metal-free stars in the early universe inaessible to diret detetion
(27; 28). However, the energeti requirements for suh a population to outshine
the ombined emission from galaxies of later times was shown to be astrophysially
infeasible (29; 30).
Beause of the large systemati unertainties assoiated with modeling and
subtrating foreground emissions from i) the zodiaal light arising from interplan-
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etary dust, ii) Galati irrus arising from the interstellar medium (ISM), and iii)
stars within the Milky Way, none of the detetions of the isotropi CIB an be on-
sidered partiularly robust. In addition, the NIR olors of the unovered CIB do
not dier muh from the spetrum of the bright foreground emissions making it dif-
ult to separate omponents. The very existene of the CIB exess has also been
put to question as the opaity it would supply for high energy photons traveling
through spae is in tension with reent blazar studies (see Chapter 3). It has been
suggested that the exess CIB in the NIR is in fat aused by inaurate Zodiaal
Light subtration (see e.g. 31). While the diret CIB measurements ontinue to be
debated, utuation studies are now being pursued as an alternative probe of the
CIB that are muh less sensitive to foreground emission (see Setion 1.4).
The total ux from galaxies deteted in deep surveys gives an important mea-
sure of the CIB. In priniple, the ombined ux from all disrete soures should
be able to aount for the bulk of the CIB energy budget. Galaxy ounts in the
NIR have now been measured to deep levels in J , H , K bands, both with obser-
vations from the ground (e.g. the Subaru telesope (32)) and from the Hubble
Spae Telesope (33). At slightly longer NIR wavelengths, the Spitzer Spae Tele-
sope has provided deep ounts in the IRAC bands (3.6 and 4.5µm) reahing ∼ 26
mag (34; 35). The integrated CIB from resolved soures seems to saturate around
mAB ≃ 20 − 22 onverging to a xed value. Figure 1.3 shows the integrated CIB
from resolved soures in the 15µm range that provide lower limits for the net CIB.
As mentioned above, the resolved CIB annot aount for all of the isotropi CIB
ux. This may or may not be attributable to foreground ontamination.
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Figure 1.2 Left: The infrared sky seen by DIRBE (top). With Zodiaal Light
removed (enter). The CIB is what remains after all foregrounds have been modeled
and subtrated (Credit: M. Hauser, NASA) Right: Foreground ontributions to
the DIRBE data at 1.25240µm in the Lokman Hole: observed sky brightness
(open irles), interplanetary dust (triangles), bright Galati soures (squares),
faint Galati soures (asterisks), and the interstellar medium (diamonds). The
residuals after removing all foregrounds from the observed brightness are shown in
solid irles (adopted from Hauser et al. 1998 (16))
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Figure 1.3 The extragalati bakground light from 0.1-10µm. Solid irles show
diret measurements of the mean level. Filled squares represent integrated ounts of
resolved soures whih give a lower limit for the bakground. Blak lines show several
bakground models based on galaxy evolution aross osmi history. The light grey
lines show various upper limits for the total CIB based on γ-ray absorption in blazar
spetra. Referenes for measurements and models are displayed on the right.
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1.3 γ-ray Opaity
The CIB supplies opaity for propagating high energy GeV-TeV photons via an
eletron-positron pair prodution (γγ → e+e−) (36; 37). This will show up as an
absorption feature in the spetra of extragalati TeV soures. For a head-on ol-
lision of two photons, the ondition for pair prodution is that there is suient
energy in the enter-of-mass frame suh that EγECIB ≥ (mec2)2. This means that
in order to interat with a γ-ray of energy Eγ , bakground photons must have wave-
lengths of . 5(Eγ/1 TeV)µm. Determining the amount of γ-ray absorption aross
osmi distanes is of fundamental importane for a wide variety of urrent observa-
tories suh as the spae-borne Fermi/LAT instrument operating at energies . 500
GeV and ground-based γ-ray telesopes probing energies &1 TeV. The distane at
whih the optial depth due to this interation is τγγ ∼ 1 denes a horizon of the
observable universe at γ-ray energies, and has been a subjet of extensive eorts
designed to model the build-up of EBL with time from the posited emission history
of galaxy populations (e.g., 38; 39; 40; 41).
The best γ-ray onstraints on the CIB ome from very high energy blazars,
distant AGN with an energeti jet pointing towards the line of sight. The rst upper
limits for the amount of intervening CIB were dedued from theoretial limits for
the hardness of the intrinsi blazar spetra (29; 42). Sine then, a steadily inreasing
database of blazars has provided more robust limits using a variety of dierent ri-
teria for the intrinsi spetrum (43; 44; 45; 46). As shown in Figure 1.3 (grey lines),
the derived upper limits are invariably in tension with the diret CIB measurements,
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allowing for no more than 520 nW m−2sr−1 in the 15µm range. In addition, there
have been several reently laimed detetions of the γ-ray horizon from jointly t-
ting (or staking) blazar spetra at the very highest energies (47; 48; 49). These
studies also indiate low levels of the exess CIB, roughly 15nW m−2sr−1 above
the ontribution from resolved galaxies. The problem of reoniling the exess CIB
with γ-ray limits thus remains unsolved. Whereas the majority view assigns the
disrepany to large systemati errors in CIB foreground removal, the robustness of
blazar-based γ-ray studies themselves has also been questioned (50; 51). For exam-
ple, if blazars jets are eient partile aelerators, their osmi rays an interat
with the CIB and produe seondary γ-rays traveling in the same path. The pro-
dution of seondary γ-rays along the line of sight would then lead to redued levels
of inferred CIB. Whether this eet is non-negligible remains an open question.
1.4 CIB Flutuations
In order to avoid the diulty of exatly modeling and subtrating bright fore-
grounds in diret CIB measurements, Kashlinsky et al. (1996a) proposed measuring
the struture or anisotropy of the CIB via its angular power spetrum (52). Whear-
eas the Zodiaal Light is bright aross most IR wavelengths, the emission appears
to be remarkably smooth and does not exhibit utuations greater than ≃0.03%
(53). Furthermore, any suh utuations will be subjet to variation as the Earth
moves within the interplanetary dust loud and an be isolated by observing in dif-
ferent loations in Earth's orbit. This has provided upper limits on Zodiaal Light
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Figure 1.4 Illustrating the soure subtrated CIB utuations. The top image
shows a ∼ 1◦ × 0.12◦ setion of the sky observed by Spitzer at 3.6µm. After areful
modeling and masking of the resolved soures, the lower image depits the large
sale utuations observed (Credit: NASA/JPL, A. Kashlinsky).
utuations of ≃10−3nWm−2sr−1 at 3.6µm (54). The diuse emission from the ISM
however, presents an irreduable omponent to any CIB utuation measurements.
The Galati irrus exhibits a power-law struture that has been measured at sev-
eral FIR wavelengths, P (q) ∝ qn where n ≃ −3 (55; 56; 57). However, saling these
measurements down to 3.5µm, based on the measured DIRBE spetrum of the ISM
(18), the utuation levels tend to fall omfortably below the extragalati signal
in seleted regions at high Galati latitudes. One must be areful to use loations
of low irrus ontamination suh as the Lokman Hole at (l, b) = (150◦,+53◦) (58).
Stars within the Milky Way an be easily removed down to negligible levels in high
resolution studies.
Detetions of spatial struture in the CIB were initially based on datasets from
COBE/DIRBE (59), the IRTS (24) and 2MASS (60; 61). More detailed utuations
have been revealed after arefully masking resolved soures in deep NIR exposures
and Fourier analyzing the pixels remaining in the maps (see Figure 1.4). This teh-
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nique has led to suessful measurements from several observatories Spitzer/IRAC,
HST/NICMOS and Akari/IRC. Refs. (54; 62) have used deep exposures from
Spitzer/IRAC (3.6-8.0µm) nding signiant utuations after subtrating resolved
soures down to faint levels, mAB≈25. Small sale CIB utuations have also been
measured at 1.1-1.6µm using HST/NICMOS observations (63; 64) and on arminute
sales in the 2.4-4.1µm range using the Akari satellite (65). More reently, ref. (66)
have measured the Spitzer/IRAC out to .1◦ using more extensive datasets from
the Spitzer Extended Deep Survey (SEDS), onrming earlier results and extending
the utuation measurement to muh larger angular sales. These have sine been
onrmed independently in Spitzer measurements out to larger sales but somewhat
less depth in the SWIRE survey (67). The present measurements, summarized in
Figure 1.5, are all onsistent with an extragalati origin and neessitate an assoi-
ated unresolved omponent in the CIB. The minimal CIB ux implied by the new
soures responsible for these utuations is of order 0.5-2 nW m−2sr−1(62) and is
well below the laimed diret CIB ux measurements from DIRBE (20), IRTS (24)
and Akari (25), being onsistent with limits plaed by γ-ray attenuation from very
high energy soures (42; 44; 47; 48).
The measured spatial power spetrum of the soure-subtrated CIB utua-
tions rises at angular sales & 20′′ (see Figure 1.5). The amplitude and shape of this
rise is a diret measurement of the lustering properties of the underlying soure
populations, and thus a primary key of understanding their nature. The interpre-
tation of these power spetra has been a subjet of debate (68; 69; 70; 71; 72). It is
now rmly established that the extragalati signal is inonsistent with the emission
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Figure 1.5 Current measurements of the soure subtrated CIB utuations (rms)
in the 15µm range, shown as q2P (q)/2π. Small sale measurements at 1.1 and
1.6µm omes from HST/NICMOS (63; 64). Akari/IRC overs 2.44.1µm but we
only show the 2.4µm data (65). The best measurements ome from Spitzer/IRAC
3.6 and 4.5µm 
The green data points are from ref. (54), averaged over four deep
elds. Red data points ome from the SEDS survey (66) whereas the blue points
are from the muh shallower SWIRE eld (67). All measurements show a onsistent
lustering signal on large sales whereas on small sales they dier signiantly
beause unresolved galaxies, dominating at small sales, are masked/removed to
very dierent depths.
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of presently resolved galaxies (z < 6) with extrapolation to low luminosities (73).
On the other hand, it was proposed that CIB utuations from the rst light era
ould be measurable thus making the signal a ritial tool for studying the high-z
Universe (74; 75). All attributes of the signal are onsistent with a high redshift
origin but a denite redshift determination is laking. The established properties
an be broadly summarized as
1. the signal is very isotropi on the sky and loal foregrounds arising from the
Solar System and the Milky Way are not signiant, indiating an extra-
galati origin (54; 65)
2. the power spetrum of the large sale CIB utuations is onsistent with
ΛCDM lustering out to ∼1◦ (66; 67)
3. ombining measurements from Akari and Spitzer, the utuations show a blue
spetrum roughly ∝λ−3 onsistent with hot stellar/nebular emissions (65)
4. the strong lustering on large sales is oupled with the low shot noise levels on
small sales implying very abundant and intrinsially faint populations
(69)
5. the lustering signal in inonsistent with faint galaxy populations at z.6
extrapolated to faint luminosities (73)
6. the large sale lustering exhibits no spatial orrelations with deep Hub-
ble/ACS maps .0.9µm implying that the soures are extremely faint and/or
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that their Lyman-break is redshifted well into the near-IR, (1 + z)0.1µm
&0.9µm (76)
7. the soure subtrated CIB maps show a signiant spatial orrelation with
the unresolved Cosmi X-ray Bakground (CXB) at 0.5-2 keV implying
X-ray emitters among the CIB soures (77)
8. the diuse CIB in the nal maps do not spatially orrelate with the sub-
trated/masked soures or outer halos around them mimiking missing
light (78)
An alternative senario reently has been proposed to explain the signal is in the
form of intrahalo light from stars stripped of their paternal halos at intermediate
redshifts of z ∼ (1 − 4) (67). While this model is onsistent with bullet points 13
above, it fails to aount for all of the others (48). The notion that the large sale
CIB utuations arise from known galaxies or any assoiated emission is urrently
disfavored.
Additional insights are now emerging from ross-orrelations with other wave-
lengths. Cappelluti et al. 2013 provided observational evidene for a substantial
population of areting soures among the CIB soures raising the intriguing pos-
sibility of extensive blak hole ativity in the early Universe (77). The authors
used deep soure-subtrated Spitzer/IRAC and Chandra maps of a ommon region
to reveal a highly signiant ross-power (3.8,5.6)σ between the unresolved CIB at
3.6,4.5µm and the soft 0.5-2 keV CXB. An interesting and spei model for the
disovered CIB×CXB signal explained it in terms of diret ollapse blak holes at
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z & 12− 15 by a mehanism whih is apable of reproduing both the unexplained
CIB and ross CIB×CXB utuation signals without violating onstraints imposed
by the total measured soft CXB (79). However, before models of suh hypothetial
high-z soures an be favored as leading explanations for the measured signal, a
more quantitative analysis of known soure lasses at z . 6 is needed. There are
a variety of known mehanisms of X-ray prodution apable of produing spatial
orrelations with optial/IR emitting ounterparts.
This dissertation is strutured as follows. In Chapter 2 we present an empirial
reonstrution of the CIB utuations from galaxy populations at z . 6. In Chapter
3 we reonstrut the evolving build-up of the CIB from survey data and derive
the γ-ray optial depth of the universe as a funtion of energy and redshift. In
Chapter 4 we model the soures of the CXB to investigate the origins of the spatial
ross-orrelation signal seen between the unresolved CIB and CXB. We onlude by
summarizing and disussing future prospets in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2: CIB from Known Galaxy Population: An Empirial Model
2.1 Overview
Galaxy populations build up extragalati bakground light over osmi time. In
addition to the ontribution galaxies resolved in deep surveys there remains a
widespread faint population esaping detetion that nevertheless ontributes to the
unresolved CIB. It is thus important to understand the CIB in terms of galaxy
evolution, both the bright omponent dominating the luminosity density and the
faint unresolved regime dominating soure-subtrated utuation studies. Modeling
the populations of the EBL has been attempted using various mixtures of theory
and observations. Bakward evolution senarios take the present galaxy popula-
tions and extrapolate them to higher redshift (e.g., 80; 39), while forward evolution
follows dark matter merger trees starting from the osmologial initial onditions,
using semi-analytial models of galaxy formation (81; 82). We present an alterna-
tive empirial approah by examining the best-t Shehter parameters (83) of 233
luminosity funtions overing the UV, optial and near-IR out to redshifts z ∼ 3−8.
This is made possible by the many galaxy surveys onduted in reent years that
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provide a wealth of data in multiple bands and over a wide range of redshifts. We
provide empirial tting formulae desribing the smooth evolution of multi-band
LFs with redshift, and onstrut lightones ontaining all populations seen in the
near-IR bands, seleted at eah redshift suh that λobsNIR = (1+ z)λ
rest
. By doing this
we are able to reonstrut the entire history of light prodution produed by known
galaxy populations relying exlusively on observations. Individually, LFs only probe
spei rest-frame wavelengths for a limited range of redshifts, while together we
an use them to infer the soure distribution omposing the bakground light in the
0.1-5.0µm range. Our only theoretial assumptions onern the lustering proper-
ties of the unresolved soures whih are modeled aording to the well-established
onordane ΛCDM model (see Setion 2.5). We refer to (84) for a good review on
the properties of luminosity funtions and how they are measured.
2.2 Measurements of the Galaxy Luminosity Funtion
The total emission seen in the near-IR bands (JHKLM) depends on the ontribution
of loal near-IR galaxies as well as redshifted light radiated at shorter rest-frame
wavelengths. To quantify the present day bakground produed by galaxies, we have
utilized measurements of luminosity funtions probing all rest-frame wavelengths
in the interval 0.1< λ <5.0µm anywhere in the redshift one. This results in a
ompilation of 233 LFs from a large variety of surveys whih we list in Table 2.1.
Our approah does not depend on stellar population synthesis models (e.g., 85)
and we do not need to make an assumption for the IMF. Rather, in this method we
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predit the levels of CIB utuations diretly from the available data, assuming only
i) standard ΛCDM model of struture formation and ii), the validity of a Shehter-
type LF after tting its parameters to the data. All the LFs we use have been
haraterized by a Shehter funtion (83),






determined by the normalization, φ⋆ , harateristi absolute magnitude, M⋆ and
the faint-end slope, α. By integrating Equation (2.1), the luminosity density an be
shown to be L = φ⋆L⋆Γ(α+2) for α > −2, where L⋆ is the harateristi luminosity
and Γ(x) is the Gamma funtion. All the Shehter LFs used are shown in Figure 2.1.
The Shehter LF is usually found to t the data fairly aurately but devi-
ations are seen, in partiular when tting a wide range of luminosities. At low-z
for example, ref. (86) nd that the shape does not t the sharp downturn seen
at M⋆ and both ref. (87) and (88) nd an exess of bright galaxies in the blue
SDSS bands. There are also hints of an upturn in the loal LF at faint magnitudes
where the Shehter t does a poor job (89). We address this faint-end issue in Se-
tion 2.3.1, but note that soures at the bright end are eiently removed from the
maps in CIB utuations studies. At longer wavelengths (>5µm), a double power-
law is found to provide a more adequate t than the Shehter funtion (90; 91).
The mutual onsisteny of measurements is a primary onern when omparing LFs
in the literature. Inonsistenies an be aused by eld-to-eld variations, photo-
metri system, k-orretions, type of LF-estimator, survey depth and ompleteness,
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Figure 2.1 All 233 luminosity funtions used in our analysis in Shehter parametriza-
tion (see original referenes in Table 2.1). The wavelength bins are listed in the pan-
els (lower right) and their eetive wavelengths are listed in Table 2.2 along with
other properties. The LFs shown have a range of redshifts.
redshift binning, sample statistis, error estimates, et. These undoubtedly aount
for dierenes in shape and amplitude of the measured LF (see Figure 2.3). We
inlude a disussion of ommon issues in Appendix A.2, but these do not aet our
results beause we let all measurements olletively ontribute to our derived LF.
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Table 2.1: Measurements of the Luminosity Funtion
Referene Rest-frame band Redshift Sample Seletion Survey Catalog / Field Symbol / Color
b
z Ngal mlim(AB)
(92) 1500Å 0.2-1.2 1039 NUV<24.5 GALEX/VVDS green triangles(up)
1.75-3.4 F450&F606<27 HDF
(93) NUV,FUV 0.055 896,1124 mUV <20 GALEX/2dF blue irles
(94) 1500Å 0.5-2.5 284-403 .26 HST ERS yellow irles
(95) 1500Å ∼8 70 H<27.5 CANDLES/HUDF09/ERS pink triangles(up)
(96) 1700Å 1.9-3.4 ∼15,000 R<25.5 a blue rosses
(97) 1500Å ∼4,5 3808,539 .26-27 Subaru Deep Field blue squares
(98) 1500Å ∼5,6 ∼1500 z′.26 SXDS/UKIDSS purple squres
(99) 1500Å 7 22 .26 SDF/GOODS-N
(100) 1600Å,1350Å ∼4,5,6 4671,1416,627 .29 HUDF/GOODS violet triangles(down)
(101) 1600Å,1750Å ∼7,8 73,59 .26-29.4 HUDF09 orange diamonds
(102) u′g′ 0.45-5 5558 I <26.8 FORS Deep Field Green triangles(down)
(103)
0.1u <0.3 43223 u<20.5 SDSS red squares
(104) B 0.2-1.2 ∼34000 R . 24 DEEP2/COMBO-17 tan squares
(105) bj <0.2 110500 <19.45 2dFGRS purple squares
(87)




0.1ugriz .0.2 947053 <17-19 SDSS green rosses
(106)
0.1ugriz 0.002-0.5 8647-12860 r<19.8 GAMA yellow squares
(107) UBV RI 0.05-2.0 11034 I <24 VIMOS-VLT Deep Survey pink triangles(up)
(108) i′z′r′ 0.45-3.8 5558 I <26.8 FDF green irles
(109) BV R 2.0-3.5 989 Ks.25 MUSYC/FIRES/GOODS/EIS orange irles
(110) V 0.4-4.0 19403 H<27.8,K<25.6 a blue triangles(up)
(14) ugriz 0.0033-0.1 2437-3267 <18-21 MGC/UKIDSS/SDSS purple diamonds
Y JHK 1589-1798 <17.5-18
(111) UBR 0.1-2 18381 R<24.5 GOODS-HST/CTIO/ESO dark green diamonds
J 0.1-1 2768 Ks<23.2
(86) bjrf <0.2 138226 bjrf <15.6, 16.8 6dFGS/2MASS dark red plus
JHK JHK<14.7 /SuperCOSMOS
(112) ugriz < 0.1 22679 r<17.5 SDSS orange irles
K 6282 K<15.5 2MASS
(113) BK ′ 0.6-3.5 439 K ′<24 Subaru Deep Survey red rosses
(114) JH 1.5-3.5 3496 Ks<22.7-25.5 MUSYC/FIRES/FIREWORKS green squares
(115) JKs 0.2-1.3 489 Ks<20 K20 Survey tan plus
(116) JK ′ 0.1-0.6 500 K ′<19.4-20.9 MUNICS yellow rosses
(117) JKs 0.01-0.12 16922,15664 JKs.15.5 2dFGRS/2MASS violet diamonds
(118) JKs 0.005-0.2 7081,5683 JKs.15.5 2dFGRS/2MASS blue squares
(119) K 0.01-0.3 40111 K<17.9,r<17.6 UKIDSS-LAS/SDSS red triangle(up)
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(120) Ks 0.001-4 285 Ks<24.9 HDFS/FIRES blue triangles(down)
(121) Ks 0.003-0.03 4192 K20<13.35 2MASS/CfA2/UZC magenta irles
(122) K 0.001-0.57 1056 K<15 2dF/AAO violet diamonds
(123) K 0.2-2 21200 m3.6mic<21.5 SWIRE/VVDS dark green squares
/UKIDSS/CFHTLS
(124) K 0.2-4 ∼50000 K<23 UKIDSS/SXDS orange plus
(90) L3.6µmM4.5µm 0.01-0.6 34281 <20.2 SWIRE/INT WFS blue rosses
(125) L3.6µmM4.5µm 0.01-0.6 4905,5847 LM<19, I <20.4 IRAC-SS/AGES dark red irles
The measured LF are shown in Figure 2.1 and all Shehter parameters are displayed in Figure 2.3
a
Data taken from multiple surveys/elds
b
The symbols and olor of the orresponding data points in Figure 2.2 and 2.3
3
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2.3 Populating the Lightone with known Galaxy Populations
This setion outlines the step-by-step approah leading to the quantiation of the
galaxy distribution seen on the sky. Using the data in Table 2.1, we populate the
evolving lightone by plaing the rest-frame galaxy distribution at a distane suh
that the assoiated emission is shifted into the near-IR bands in the observer frame,
dened by λNIR/(1 + z). Initially, we bin the LFs aording to their rest-frame
wavelength in duial bands whih we all ŨV , Ũ , B̃, Ṽ , R̃, Ĩ, z̃, J̃ , H̃, K̃, L̃
and M̃ (see Table 2.2). For example, measurements in rest-frame SDSS g′, Johnson
B and 2dF bj are binned together in our B̃-band despite having an oset in enter
wavelength of about 0.03µm. The largest oset ours in our Ĩ-bin where the enters
of SDSS i and Johnson I is 0.063µm. The unertainty assoiated with the redshift of
the population usually dominates these osets so we do not orret for them. The
enters of our duial bands, λeff , are taken to be the mean rest-frame wavelength
of all measurements in the bin (see Table 2.2).
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Figure 2.2 The loal luminosity density aording to all available LF measurements
at z<0.12 in Table 2.1, with symbols/olors indiated in the same Table. To avoid
overrowding the region of interest we omit error bars. The solid line shows the
luminosity density in our duial bands as implied by our ts in Figure 2.3. The
sets of gray lines show the ontribution from galaxies of dierent metalliities and
ages from syntheti galaxy SED spetra shown in Fig. 14 of (13). The bottom-
gray urves show the early type stellar populations, the upper-dark show late type
populations and middle-light lines show the average of the two ontributions.
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Figure 2.3 The measured Shehter parameters α,M⋆,φ⋆ from the studies in Table 2.1 inluding the luminosity density,
L=φ⋆L⋆Γ(α + 2), as a funtion of redshift. The dierent sybmols/olors are listed along with the orresponding referenes
in Table 2.1. We have omitted error bars for the sake of larity. The solid urves show the evolutionary ts aording to
Equations (2.2)-(2.3) with the best-t parameters listed in Table 2.2. We have modied M⋆UV to follow the tting funtions of
ref. (101) at z>3.5 to better math the turnover seen. We note that our ts are only empirially supported for z.4, beyond
whih we extrapolate. The dashed urves in the α panels shows the evolution assumed in our default model whereas the dark
shades areas enompass the range braketed by our high faint-end (HFE) and low faint-end (LFE) models. These ranges are
ultimately onstrained by the observed galaxy ounts (see Setion 2.3.1). The shaded areas in the bottom row (νLν) is the
evolving quantity φ(z)⋆νLν(z)
⋆Γ(α(z) + 2) orresponding to this allowed range in α(z). The dotted urves in φ⋆ in L̃ and
M̃-bands are not ts to the data but are instead assumed to have the same form as the K̃-band ts. The light gray shaded areas
orrespond to the redshift regions for whih the rest-frame emission redshifts into the observed NIR wavelengths of interest,
dened to enompass the 1.25-4.5µm range. We are most onerned with the goodness of t in these regimes.
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By plaing the entire population of eah LF at the median redshift of the sam-
ple, zmed, we examine the evolution of the individual Shehter parameters (α,M
⋆
,φ⋆)
in our duial bands. In the ases where zmed is not expliitly given by the authors,
we hoose the midpoint of the redshift bin of the LF measurement. The distanes of
the galaxies omposing the LF is the dominant unertainty in the resulting ounts
on the sky and we have therefore examined the eets of plaing the LF at the
opposite boundaries of the redshift bin (the resulting ounts dier by less than a
fator of two at the two extremes (see Setion 2.4)). Figure 2.3 shows the Shehter
parameters as a funtion of redshift from 0.15-4.5µm. Aross the spetrum, we see
lear indiation of evolution in M⋆ and φ⋆ and in some ases also in the poorly
measured α.
Over time, galaxy populations evolve both in brightness and abundane. As
small systems merge to form more massive ones, we expet a net inrease in the
number of bright and massive galaxies with time aompanied by a derease in
fainter ones. This is enoded in the evolution of φ⋆ (the number density of L⋆ sys-
tems), whih we expet to inrease with time whereas the faint-end slope, α should
onsequently atten. The dierene of the LF among rest-frame bands reets the
tendeny of galaxies of dierent types being preferentially bright/faint at a given
wavelength. The deomposition of the LF into red/blue galaxies typially shows an
early-type population of individually bright galaxies with a diminishing faint-end
whereas a the late-type population is omposed of an inreasing number of faint
galaxies (104). The harateristi luminosity, L⋆ therefore depends heavily on the
mixture of spetral types at any given epoh. Muh work has been devoted to the
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K-band LF where the stellar mass-to-light ratio is relatively stable and it an thus
be used as an indiator for the stellar mass funtion (118). It is therefore natural
to expet M⋆K to brighten with osmi time as more mass beomes loked up in
low-mass stars. This is indeed what is seen in the red/NIR bands, where the lumi-
nosity evolution is typially ∆M⋆≃0.5 − 1.0 between redshift 0.1 and 1 whereas it
is muh stronger in the UV/blue rest-frames indiating higher star formation rates
at earlier times. Extensive work has been devoted to measuring the UV LF whih is
a diret traer of star formation rate. Lyman dropout galaxies found in deep opti-
al/NIR surveys have allowed us to trae star formation bak to very early epohs.
We see M⋆UV brighten with inreasing redshift and then turning over, thus roughly
exhibiting the same behavior as the derived star formation history (Madau plot).
The wide redshift range of available UV LF measurements makes it the only LF
in whih a non-monotoni evolution is distintly seen in M⋆UV . In all other bands,
the evolution of the Sheter parameters an be tted with an analyti funtion to
quantify the global evolution, while washing out outliers in the proess. Several
authors have parameterized the evolution in individual bands (e.g., 126; 124), but
to our knowledge, our work is the rst multi-wavelength parametri study of the
evolution of the LF parameters. We nd the following forms to t the data well
aross our wide range of wavelengths and redshifts:
M⋆(z) = M⋆(z0)− 2.5 log [(1 + (z − z0))q] (2.2)
φ⋆(z) = φ⋆(z0) exp [−p(z − z0)] (2.3)
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and we assume the following a priori form for the faint-end slope
α(z) = α(z0) (z/z0)
r . (2.4)
These ts are shown in Figure 2.3. For M⋆(z) and φ⋆(z) we have taken z0=0.8, but
z0= 0.01 for α(z). The other best-t parameters are listed in Table 2.2. Instead
of seleting a preferred LF measurement for a given redshift in eah band we have
hosen to let all measurements ontribute equally to the tting proess regardless
of depth, area and sample size of the survey. Although there are a few notable
disrepanies between the data and the ts we note that our IR-utuation results
are unaeted as long as the ts remain good in the light shaded areas of Figure 2.3.
These regions orrespond to the distane for whih the rest-frame emission is red-
shifted into the observed near-IR wavelengths of interest, dened to enompass the
1.25-4.5µm range. In the following setions we will rely on lightones extrapolated
from the highest measured redshift, typially z∼4, out to zmax=7 (see Table 2.2).
To aount for the turnover observed in M⋆UV , we only use our Equation (2.2) out
to z∼3 where they interset the high-z tting formulae given by ref. (101) whih we
adopt for z&3.
Evolution is not easily diserned in the faint-end slope, α, whih by the very
nature of surveys is hard to measure over large distanes. For this reason we explore
dierent senarios for the behavior of α(z) whih we explain in Setion 2.3.1. In
the L̃ and M̃ bands, the redshift range overed by the available measurements is so
limited that we an only t M⋆(z) but not the other Shether parameters. Thus,
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Table 2.2 Properties of the data shown in Figure 2.3 and the best-t evolution
parameters of Equations (2.2)-(2.4)





(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
ŨV 0.15 24 8.0 -19.62,1.1 2.43,0.2 -1.00,0.086
Ũ 0.36 27 4.5 -20.20,1.0 5.46,0.5 -1.00,0.076
B̃ 0.45 44 4.5 -21.35,0.6 3.41,0.4 -1.00,0.055
Ṽ 0.55 18 3.6 -22.13,0.5 2.42,0.5 -1.00,0.060
R̃ 0.65 25 3.0 -22.40,0.5 2.25,0.5 -1.00,0.070
Ĩ 0.79 17 3.0 -22.80,0.4 2.05,0.4 -1.00,0.070
z̃ 0.91 7 2.9 -22.86,0.4 2.55,0.4 -1.00,0.060
J̃ 1.27 15 3.2 -23.04,0.4 2.21,0.6 -1.00,0.035
H̃ 1.63 6 3.2 -23.41,0.5 1.91,0.8 -1.00,0.035
K̃ 2.20 38 3.8 -22.97,0.4 2.74,0.8 -1.00,0.035
L̃ 3.60 6 0.7 -22.40,0.2 3.29,0.8∗ -1.00,0.035
M̃ 4.50 6 0.7 -21.84,0.3 3.29,0.8∗ -1.00,0.035
Note.  1) Fiduial rest-frame band, (2) the eetive wavelength in mirons, (3) number of LFs
used, (4) highest redshift of LF available in band, (5) Best-t parameters for M⋆(z) with z0=0.8,
(6) Best-t parameters for φ⋆(z) with z0=0.8 in units of 10
−3Mpc−3, (7) The parameters for α(z)
hosen to reet the models (HFE&LFE) presented in Setion 2.3.1.
∗
assumed to be the same as
in K̃
for these two bands we assume φ⋆(z) to take on the same form as the neighboring
K̃-band. Fortunately, the data available in the L̃M̃-bands overs the redshift range
of interest as is indiated by the shaded regions in Figure 2.3.
There is signiant degeneray in the Shehter parameters derived for a given
galaxy population whih an manifest itself in dierent values of (α,M⋆,φ⋆) depend-
ing on the LF-estimator used (see Appendix A.2). The overall shape of the LF an
appear similar despite dierent Shehter parameters typially resulting in a om-
parable value for the luminosity density, L = φ⋆L⋆Γ(α+2), whih we display in the
bottom panels in Figure 2.3. For example, ref. (107) and (108) derive omparable
LFs despite giving very dierent values for the Shehter parameters. The gen-
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eral agreement of the L-data and the urves, φ⋆(z)L⋆(z)Γ(α(z) + 2), indiates that
our separate ts do not systematially over- or under-estimate the total luminosity
density.
The seond step is to populate the lightone seen from the standpoint of the
observer. Light from distant galaxies appearing in the observed X-band was emit-
ted at wavelength λX/(1 + z) i.e. at all rest-frame wavelengths shortwards of λX
throughout the redshift one. We extrat the Shehter parameters from our ts
in Figure 2.3 at the redshift dened by zi = λX/λY i − 1 where Y orresponds to
our duial bands (ŨV ŨB̃Ṽ R̃Ĩ z̃J̃H̃K̃L̃M̃) and λY < λX . Our template LFs then
beome





The ontinuous evolution of the LF seen in the X-band is then obtained by inter-
polating the Φi's from z = 0 to zmax. It should be noted that beause of the α−M⋆
degeneray, our separated (α(z),M⋆(z),φ⋆(z)) ts used in Equation (2.5) ause some
amount of deviation from the original shape of the LF. This is a small eet in om-
parison with the general disagreement between individual authors on the shape of
the LF. We refer to Appendix A.1 where an independent method is used to populate
the lightone, in whih the original shapes of the LFs are kept intat. We show that
the two dierent methods produe the same results, onrming the validity of our
standard treatment.
As an example we show in Figure 2.4 the Shehter parameters haraterizing
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Figure 2.4 Evolution of the Shehter parameters and the luminosity density seen
in the observed at 2.2µm (light squares) and 3.6µm (dark diamonds). The values





and νLν in units of 1040erg·s−1·Mp−3.
the LFs, probing the sky in two dierent observer-frame bands entered at 2.2, 3.6
µm respetively. Although the abundane of galaxies diminishes by itself at high-z
aording to our ts, we impose a limit of zmax=7 in our modeling, beyond whih we
assume that ordinary galaxy populations were not yet established. But due to the
steep drop of φ⋆ at high-z, our results are not sensitive to this parameter: in fat,
using zmax = 30, yields results nearly idential to our duial model. We emphasize
that our evolution models are empirially supported out to z∼4 only, beyond whih
we extrapolate the evolution dedued at lower redshifts.
Information on distane is required in order to dedue the rest-frame LF from
survey data i.e. absolute magnitudes need to be derived from apparent magnitudes.
To derive the ux from galaxies in our lightone we baktrak the original proedure
i.e. go from absolute magnitudes bak to apparent magnitudes. This implies undoing
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any orretions the authors have made in this proess
m = M +DM(z) +K(z) + E(z) + Ab(l, b), (2.6)
where DM(z) is the distane modulus, K(z) is the k-orretion, E(z) is the evolu-
tion orretion and Ab is the orretion due to galati extintion at the Galati
oordinate (l, b). In LF measurements, authors typially use de-reddened magni-
tudes or orret for extintion using Galati dust maps (127). This orretion an
be large in the UV/optial but beomes less severe towards the infrared where we
have AV /AK∼7-10 approahing ∼15-20 in the IRAC bands (128; 129). Sine we
are only onerned with emission entering the Milky Way as near-IR where the ex-
tintion orretion is typially well within 0.1 mag we neglet it in Equation (2.6).
Correting for evolution is intended to make a sample drawn from a distribution of
redshifts reet the true luminosity funtion at a given epoh (usually zmed of the
survey/bin) by aounting for hanges in luminosity and number density over time
(e.g., 87). This has been done for some loal surveys where a onsiderable spread in
the redshift distribution leaves more osmi time for evolution to take plae. This
typially results in orretions of ∼0.1 mag (112) but sine the evolution orretion
simply ats to make the LF more aurate at a given redshift we do not need to make
any adjustments. The only magnitude adjustment in Equation (2.6) of onern is
the k-orretion (130) whih is needed to transform to the rest-frame by aount-
ing for the redshifted SED of a given soure. There are a variety of methods to
deal with this SED dependene and we refer to Appendix A.2 for a more omplete
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disussion of two ommonly used treatment in the literature. From the k-orreted
absolute magnitudes, we simply require the spetral independent term to aount
for the redshift into the observed frame, K(z) = −2.5 log(1 + z). Equation (2.6) is
now redued to
m = M +DM(z) − 2.5 log(1 + z), (2.7)
whih is the onversion we use. In Setion 2.4 we show that we reover the observed
number ounts to a very good auray using this methodology.
2.3.1 The Faint-End Regime
The soure subtrated CIB utuations are isolated to faint soures. By the nature
of galaxy surveys, the faint-end is generally poorly onstrained ausing large uner-
tainties and satter in measurements of α, espeially at high-z. Beause of this, many
authors prefer to keep α xed in their Shehter ts. Sine the data does not show
robust evolution in α in most bands (unlike M⋆ and φ⋆) we explore variants of the
behavior of the faint-end slope to get a feel for the sensitivity of CIB utuations to
the abundane of faint galaxies. The substantial satter in measurements of α leaves
us some freedom in modifying the faint-end regime but we nd that deep galaxy
ounts impose strit limits on the allowed range of faint-end slopes. This is most
notable in B̃Ṽ R̃Ĩ, where a steep faint-end at z=1-3 leads to an overprodution of the
observed JHK number ounts in the faintest magnitude bins (see Figure 2.5). We
therefore onsider the range of allowed α(z) senarios that olletively yield galaxy
ounts onsistent with observations aross all bands simultaneously. We leave M⋆
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and φ⋆ unhanged when varying α despite degeneraies in the parameters. We on-
sider two models, high faint-end (HFE) and low faint-end (LFE), whih, based on
the resulting galaxy ounts, are likely to braket the true behavior of the faint-end
of ordinary galaxy populations. These are shown in Figure 2.3 and 2.5 as the upper
and lower boundaries of shaded regions. With the faint-end reasonably well on-
strained at z=0, ranging from -0.8 to -1.2, we x α at these two values for LFE and
HFE respetively and vary later evolution by hanging the slope of the power-law
in α(z) (alled r in Equation (2.4))1. Our HFE model is harateristi of strong
steepening suh as that found by ref. (107) (VVDS) out to z∼1 whereas the LFE
implies a more modest evolution, loser to that of ref. (109; 110). Our LFE reets
a lak of evolution in the NIR i.e. α∼onst., whih seems to be favored by some
authors (131). We hoose a faint-end uto for eah template LF at Lcut = 10
−4L⋆
for LFE and 10−8L⋆ for HFE, thereby extrapolating the LF to very low luminosities.
For both senarios we nd 10−5L⋆ to be near saturation with ux ontribution for
fainter magnitude bins always being <0.02 nW m−2sr−1. Our default model is the
average of HFE and LFE with a uto at 10−5L⋆.
We have hosen our LFE/HFE models so that they remain onsistent with
number ounts data. The LFs dominating the faint ounts in Figure 2.5 are mostly
determined by the faint-end slope, α, at high and intermediate redshifts and it is
important to emphasize that more extreme faint-end evolution models generally
yield number ounts that are inonsistent with observations. Alternatively, one
1
In the rest-frame UV/optial, where the low-z ontribution does not matter for the observed
NIR, we x the low-z slope at -0.9 and -1.1 for LFE and HFE respetively.
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ould imagine an inrease in the LF in the faintest magnitudes observed deviating
from a Shehter funtion. In fat, suh an upturn has been observed loally, for
whih a double Shehter funtion provides a better overall t of the LF (89; 106).
Allowing for a muh steeper slope at z=0 to aommodate this possibility does
not aet the resulting CIB utuations beause the surfae density of soures on
the sky tends to be dominated by populations at larger distanes. This an be
illustrated by examining the underlying LFs of the resulting galaxy number ounts
in Figure 2.5, where the gray lines starting at the bright-end (from left) orrespond
to the loal ontribution (the thik line being the most loal) moving to high-z LFs
to the right. The rapid redshift evolution of the osmi volume element prevents
a large surfae density of low-z soures and we nd the faint ounts always being
dominated by populations at intermediate and high redshifts (z&1). In order for
low-z soures to have suient densities to dominate the faint galaxy ounts, and
thereby also the unresolved utuations, we would need an extremely steep faint-end
at z=0, beoming atter towards inreasing redshift i.e. αlow−z < αhigh−z whih is the
opposite of the observed evolution trend. We therefore onsider our HFE senario
to be suiently extreme at low-z and making it steeper does not have an eet on
our results. On the other hand, if a signiant upturn in the LF exists at z>0.5
(so far undeteted), then this may result in a non-negligible ontribution to the
unresolved utuations. The large number of small halos predited by the standard
ΛCDM model permits suh a senario, espeially if the rst population of dwarfs
with normal stellar populations formed in halos with mass <109 M⊙ (132; 133; 134).
For instane, if the ultra-faint dwarf galaxies reently disovered around the Milky
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Way an be identied as fossils of the rst galaxies formed before reionization,
that would imply that we have only disovered a small fration of a widespread
population of dwarfs whih were almost ertainly brighter in the past (135; 136;
137). However, it is unlear how to make the ux from this population suiently
large to reprodue the measured utuation signal and, furthermore satellite dwarfs
are eiently masked along with their host galaxy in utuation measurements as
displayed by the masking typially having angular radius of ≃15′ (ref. (78), see also
Fig. A-3 in ref. (66)). In this work we probe whether the known galaxy populations,
whih we extrapolate to faint magnitudes in our HFE and LFE limits, an aount for
the observed soure-subtrated CIB utuations, and the question of the nature of
the new populations that an explain these utuations is, while important, outside
the sope of the urrent disussion.
2.4 Number Counts and Bakground Light from LF Data
Galaxy number ounts have the advantage of being free of the unertainties assoi-
ated with k-orretions and redshift determinations making them an important tool
for both osmology and galaxy evolution models. We projet our lightones onto









where dV/dzdΩ is the omoving volume element per solid angle. In Figure 2.5 we
display the number ounts from Equation (2.8) in the 0.45-4.5µm range and om-
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Figure 2.5 Galaxy number ounts in our default desription (solid urve) inluding
the regions of braketed by our two extreme models, HFE and LFE (gray shaded
areas). The gray urves show the underlying template LFs in our duial bands
(Equation (2.5)) whih we interpolate and integrate to obtain the number ounts
via Equation (2.8). The low-z LF dominate the bright ounts whereas high- and
intermediate redshift LFs dominate the faint ounts (from left to right). The most
loal available LF is shown as thik gray urves to demonstrate their negligible on-
tribution to the faint ounts. For 0.45-0.80µm panels the data are from referenes
(138, red asterisks), (139, purple diamonds), (140, green triangles), (141, tuqoise dia-
monds) and (142, blue squares). Data in the 1.25-2.2µm panels are taken from (143,
green triangles), (144, purple squares), (145, green asterisks), (146, blue triangles),
(32, blue diamonds), (147, yellow triangles), (148, yellow astrerisks ), (149, green
diamonds), (150, turqoise triangles), (151, pruple squares), (152, orange squares),
(153, red rosses) and the 3.6-4.5µm data omes from (34, purple symbols).
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Figure 2.6 Left: Our reonstruted number ounts in BRIJKHLM ompared aross
the spetrum. The ounts have been multiplied by a slope of 10
−0.4
to bring out
features in the shape. In this representation is proportional to the ux ontribution
from eah magnitude bin. Right: The aumulation of integrated bakground light
from galaxies over time. The ux builds-up from high-z (right) to low-z (left)
reahing the present-day observed value listed in Table 2.3
pare with existing data in the literature. The agreement between our modeling and
observed ounts demonstrates the validity of our method. We also display the range
braketed by our two limiting models for the faint-end slope of the LF, as disussed
in Setion 2.3.1 (shaded areas). The gray urves in Figure 2.5 reet the underlying
template LFs ontributing to the number ounts in dierent redshift bins (bright/left
to faint/right orrespond roughly to low-z to high-z), eluidating the dierent pop-
ulations governing the soure surfae density on the sky. It is reassuring, although
not surprising, that we reover the shape of the galaxy ounts using independent
observations (the only assumption being the Shehter parametrization of the LF).
This expliitly onrms that our multi-wavelength olletion of observed LFs pro-
vides an aurate desription of the photometri properties of resolved galaxies on
the sky.
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Figure 2.6 (left) examines how the shape of the number ounts varies aross
the spetrum (0.45-4.5µm). Both the shape and amplitude of the ounts are gov-
erned by the behavior of the (α(z),M⋆(z),φ⋆(z))obs-parameters shown in Figure 2.4
and some partiular features deserve a few remarks. The bright ounts all start
out with a well known (Eulidian) slope of d logN/dm ∼0.6 ontinuing down to
m∼18-20 where it attens to ∼0.4. To rst order this knee is simply aused by
the transition from M⋆-dominated to α-dominated regime. More speially, a dip
appears in the BV RIJ number ounts at m∼18-20 whih arises from the lak of
very bright galaxies at higher redshifts, i.e. M⋆obs beomes fainter with redshift (see
Fig. 2.4). At higher redshifts (and shorter rest-frame wavelengths) we see a bright-
ening again whih is assoiated with star forming galaxies, bright in UV rest-frames.
This brightening auses another feature at ∼25 mag revealing a double-knee sur-
rounding the dip. This is most pronouned in the BV RI-ounts but disappears
at longer observed wavelengths where the UV rest-frame beomes too distant. Be-
yond m∼25-26, the ounts are gradually diminished by the ΛCDM volume element.
Depending on the exat faint-end model, the logarithmi slope in this regime is
∼0.2-0.3 in BV RI, dereasing as we go to longer wavelengths.
Another lear feature of the number ounts seen in Figure 2.6 (left), is the
overall amplitude inrease per magnitude bin as we go to longer observed wave-
lengths. We nd the reasons for this to be twofold. First, the bright end is typially
dominated by galaxies whih are more luminous in the red bands suh as the ase of
giant elliptials. Therefore we see a larger number of them out to greater distanes
(in Fig. 2.3 we learly see M⋆ beoming overall brighter from blue to red). Se-
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ond, when we look at the Universe through redder bands, we observe the redshifted
light from bluer rest-frames emitted in epohs when the star formation ativity was
greater and onsequently M⋆ was brighter. We further point out that our reon-
struted ounts are immune to onfusion and agree well with the onfusion orreted
Spitzer/IRAC ounts of ref. (34) (onfusion enters around mAB∼20-22).
We infer the amount of bakground light from galaxies from our reonstruted
ounts using Equation 1.19. Figure 2.6 (right) shows how the EBL ux builds up
with osmi time observed through BV RIJKLM . This results in present day values
of the integrated bakground light of 9.6, 9.3, 8.1, 4.9 and 3.3 nW m−2sr−1 at 1.25,
1.63, 2.2, 3.6 and 4.5µm respetively (see Table 2.3), whih agree very well with
Table 5 of ref. (13) and are also in general agreement with ref. (33), but slightly
lower than the values found by ref. (32). A subtle underestimation ould be due to
the smooth tting of the LF evolution whih smears out any abrupt variation of the
Shehter parameters whih ould either be physial.
2.5 CIB Flutuations from Unresolved Galaxies
We now turn to evaluating the soure-subtrated CIB utuations keeping in mind
the proedure leading to their detetion from raw images. If enough pixels remain in
the maps after the masking of resolved soures, the utuations an be haraterized
via their angular power spetrum, whih an be omputed eiently by using the
fast Fourier transform (FFT). For a detailed desription of the proess of reduing
CIB utuation data in the Spitzer/IRAC analysis we refer to (78).
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Table 2.3 Extragalati Bakground Light
Band mlim mlim mlim mlim νIν































































































































Note.  The upper and lower values are not error but orrespond to the HFE/LFE evolution
senarios of the faint-end slope. All quantities are in nW m−2sr−1.
As disussed in Setion 1.1.3, the angular power spetrum from extragala-
ti soures onsists of two omponents: i) the shot noise from the utuation in
the number of unresolved soures entering the instrument beam, and ii) the lus-
tering omponent arising from the orrelation of galaxies on all sales. The two
dimensional power spetrum of galaxies projeted onto the sky an be related to
their evolving three dimensional power spetrum, P (k), by the Limber approxima-











In urrent utuation studies, soures are removed down to a xed level of the
shot-noise power (see Table 2.4). This is roughly equivalent to removing galaxies
down to a limiting magnitude, mlim, so that the remaining unresolved bakground
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Figure 2.7 Flux prodution rate (times z) as a funtion of redshift in the unresolved
regime shown for limiting magnitudes of 22, 24, 26, 28 (solid, dashed, dot-dashed,
dotted urves respetively). The total unresolved ux under eah urve listed in
Table 2.3. The gure illustrates how removal of ever fainter soures isolates the
unresolved omponent to higher redshifts.
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Figure 2.8 Shot-noise power amplitude after integrating the ounts as a funtion of
limiting magnitude (onneted squares). The gray shaded area orresponds to the
allowed range of the faint-end evolution of the LF. The thik gray lines show the
levels of PSN reahed by ref. (65) at 2.4µm, ref. (54) (dark) and ref. (62) (light) at
3.6 and 4.5µm. The intersetion orresponds to the limiting magnitude reahed in
these studies. We tabulate these values in Table 2.4. We point out that our model
ounts are immune to the eets of onfusion.
is given by Equation (2.9). In Figure 2.7 we show the unresolved bakground from
our modeling as a funtion of redshift, whih illustrates how the proess of galaxy
removal isolates the bakground to progressively higher redshifts. Note, that there
is very little ontribution (.0.1 nW m−2sr−1) from galaxies at z.1 after removing
galaxies down to 26 AB mag. We nd that for a limiting magnitude brighter than
∼24 mag, the unresolved ux is mostly dominated by M⋆ galaxies at intermediate
redshifts whereas galaxies at the faint-end takes over for &24 mag. In Table 2.3
we list the total integrated bakground in the 0.45-4.5µm range inluding the unre-




The shot-noise level seen in utuation measurements is ritially important in order
to identify the nature of the unresolved populations (69). Shot noise is a diretly
measurable quantity and is not aeted by onfusion whih may be present. This
allows us to evaluate the eetive limiting magnitude, mlim, for a given shot noise
level using our models whih are also immune to onfusion. We alulate the shot
noise assoiated with galaxies in our lightones using Equation 1.25 and display
it in Figure 2.8 as a funtion of limiting magnitude at the relevant bands. As
fainter galaxies are removed the shot noise drops steadily in the same manner as
seen in measurements. At ∼22 mag we have already removed most M⋆ galaxies at
z.1 beyond whih the shot noise is mostly determined by the faint-end of the LF.
The horizontal lines in Figure 2.8 show the levels reahed by the studies listed in
Table 2.4. The intersetion with our models agrees well with CIB utuation studies
suh as ref. (62) who removed galaxies down to m ∼25 AB mag but is slightly
brighter (m ∼ 24) for the levels reahed by ref. (54) who laimed to reah ∼25 mag.
Similarly, our shot noise levels agree well with those found by ref. (65) after removing
galaxies down to AB magnitudes 22.9, 23.2 and 23.8 in the AKARI/IRC bands at
2.4, 3.2 and 4.1µm respetively. This onrms that the small sale power seen in
these measurements is dominated by shot noise from unresolved galaxy populations.
Table 2.4 lists the limiting magnitude predited for the shot noise levels reahed in
several studies.
We have dened mlim as a step-funtion, separating resolved/removed galaxies
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Thompson et al. 2007a
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Note.  The upper and lower values are not error but orrespond to the HFE/LFE evolution
senarios of the faint-end slope.
∗
The values are inferred from Figure 3 of ref. (65).
from unresolved soures remaining. In pratie however, the seletion of the faintest
deteted objets is a smooth funtion of m depending on the survey ompleteness.
Furthermore, soure extration an beome limited by onfusion, depending on ex-
posure and instrument beam. Sine our underlying reonstrution of galaxy ounts
from LFs is immune to onfusion, we assume that the measured shot noise levels
serve as a reliable indiator for the faintest soures removed, mlim. This obviously
assumes that the soure removal is done properly and does not introdue spurious
signals in the bakground utuations as disussed at length in ref. (78).
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2.5.2 Galaxy Clustering
The shape and amplitude of the utuations produed in eah redshift slie is di-
tated by the two evolving quantities, i) the amount of light prodution given by our
reonstruted dF/dz in a given band, and ii) the lustering pattern of the soures in
this epoh, desribed by their three-dimensional power spetrum, P (k, z). For the
latter quantity we assume that on large sales soures luster aording to the ob-
servationally established onordane ΛCDM power spetrum. However, luminous
soures are known to be biased traers of the dark matter distribution partiularly in
the non-linear regime where the orrelations of soures depends on the Halo Oupa-
tion Distribution (HOD) of galaxies. We therefore onsider a halo model desription
of the power spetrum whih deomposes it into two terms, a two-halo term (P 2h)
on large sales arising from the orrelations of isolated halos, and a one-halo (P 1h)
from orrelations of partiles within the same halo on small sales (154). We follow
the treatment of ref. (155) and write,



















and dn/dM is the halo mass funtion (156, from), n̄gal is the average number density
of galaxies, P lin(k) is the linear ΛCDM power spetrum (omputed using the transfer
funtion of ref. (157)), u(k|M) is the normalized Fourier transform of the halo prole
(158), and b(M) is the halo bias (156). The oupation number has been separated
into that of entral galaxies, 〈Ncen〉, and satellite galaxies, 〈Nsat〉, suh that
〈Ngal〉 = 〈Ncen〉+ 〈Nsat〉. (2.13)
We take the mass dependene of our HOD model to follow the four parameter
























where 〈Ncen〉 is haraterized by Mmin, the minimum halo mass that an host a
entral galaxy and σlogM , whih ontrols the width of the transition of the step from
zero to one entral galaxy. The satellite term has a ut-o mass whih is twie as
large as the one for entral galaxies and grows as a power-law with a slope of αs,
normalized by Msat. This form has been explored both numerially and observa-
tionally. Sine the measurements of HOD-parameters are obtained from samples of
resolved galaxies at low-z, their validity may not extend into the unresolved regime
or, in partiular, to higher redshifts. Sine we are onerned with the unresolved
regime it is important to note that the measured ut-o mass of entral galaxies,
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Mmin, is typially set by the lowest luminosity probed by the survey so halos may
ontinue to host entral galaxies to lower masses but are exluded due to seletion
riteria. In Setion 2.4 we showed how the unresolved light is typially dominated
by the faint-end of the LF for m&25 with most bright entral galaxies removed out
to z∼3 in measurements of CIB utuations. One would also expet the masking
to eliminate most of the surrounding satellite galaxies. We have adopted the follow-
ing parameters of the HOD-model motivated by SDSS measurements of ref. (160):
σlogM = 0.2, Mmin=10
10M⊙, Msat =5 · 1010M⊙, and αs=1 where we have deliber-
ately hosen a lower ut-o reeting low mass halos hosting galaxies well into the
unresolved regime, and a lower Msat allowing for large amounts of unresolved satel-
lite galaxies, while keeping αs = 1. It should be noted, that in the absene of any
HOD-assumptions, a simple linear ΛCDM lustering with typial bias, b2P lin(k),
produes nearly idential utuations on large sales. The one-halo term has white-
noise power spetrum (P =onst) with its amplitude limited from above by the
measurements at small sales and so its modeling is irrelevant to interpreting the
lustering signal at sales > 1′.
We assume that unresolved soures in our lightones are uniformly mapped
onto the halo distribution i.e. the lustering is independent of galaxy luminosity.
In pratie however, we expet the most luminous galaxies to be removed in the
masking proess along with most of the aompanying satellites. This ould mo-
tivate one to introdue an upper mass limit in the integrals in Equations (2.11),
Mmax(z). However, this would require an additional mass-to-light ratio assumption
and sine it would always result in a derease of the lustering amplitude, we do not
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apply Mmax(z) and onsider the result to be an upper limit for the resultant power
spetrum. This inludes the mass-dependent bias whih is similarly integrated over
the entire range of oupied halos (&1010). The large sale (linear regime) galaxy
bias seen by ref. (160) in the loal SDSS sample is b ≈1 when all galaxies are in-
luded. At somewhat higher redshifts, ref. (161) nd b = 1.38± 0.05 averaged over
0.5<z<1.2. Further inrease of the linear bias with redshift is expeted on theoreti-
al grounds as ollapsing density peaks were inreasingly rare in the past. The bias
presription used here shows the same general behavior (156). Several CIB studies
at far-IR wavelengths laim a linear bias as high as b=2-3 for far-IR soures (e.g.,
162; 163) but at these redshifts, the samples are already biased towards the most
luminous objets due to seletion eets. If anything, we expet the bias to be lower
in the faint and unresolved regime after the more strongly biased luminous galaxies
are masked and removed.
Flutuations on large sales are always dominated by lustering in the linear
regime (two-halo term). On the other hand, the non-linear lustering desribed
by the one-halo term in Equation (2.11) exhibits a P (k)=onst behavior making
it indistinguishable from shot noise in measurements. Given that we found exel-
lent agreement between the shot noise in our models and the measurements at the
same magnitude levels, there does not seem to be any need to invoke non-linear
lustering to explain utuations on small-sales. In addition, we explored the pure
dark-matter treatment of the non-linear lustering of ref. (164) but nd it to be
inonsequential in omparison with the shot noise dominated utuations on small
sales. Although we see the one-halo term ontributing somewhat to the HFE u-
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tuations in Figure 2.9, it beomes less relevant if one aounts for the more massive
halos being masked/removed along with satellites. In fat, we will see in Setion
2.5.4 that urrent utuation measurements plae a limit on the amount of non-
linear power in the unresolved regime.
2.5.3 Comparing with Semi-Analyti Models
To ompare our results with the lustering of halos seen in large sale N-body
simulations, we have made use of the theoretial lightones onstruted by ref.
(165). These mok atalogs are based on semi-analytial models for galaxy evo-
lution (82) whih are implemented on two very large dark matter simulations, the
Millennium Simulation (166) and the Millennium-II Simulation (167). The simula-
tions provide a desription of the evolving spatial distribution of dark matter halos
and subhalos whereas the nature of the baryoni ontent is desribed by the latest
version of the semi-analytial Munih model (82). The Millennium Simulation fol-
lows struture formation in a box of side 500h−1Mp omoving with a resolution
limit of ∼1010h−1M⊙ whereas the Millennium-II Simulation fouses on a region of
100h−1Mp but with omplete merger trees down to ∼108h−1M⊙. The predited
faint near-IR ounts are higher than observations suggest due to an unusually high
abundane of relatively low mass galaxies (∼1010M⊙) at z>1 (the models were tuned
to math the loal populations). A omparison of the predited orrelation funtion
of these models with loal SDSS data shows deent agreement for massive galaxies




. For a detailed desription of these models we refer to ref. (166), ref.
(82) and ref. (165).
Despite the limitations mentioned above, we nd that this study provides a
useful omparison to our utuation analysis. After onstruting images using the
publily available mok data (165), we alulate the projeted angular power spe-
trum, onvolved with the instrument beam. We analyze two independent regions
observed in H, K, IRAC1 and IRAC2 eah overing 1.4×1.4 degrees on the sky, ex-
trating all galaxies in the magnitude range mlim<m<30 to produe the unresolved
utuations whih we display alongside our results in Figure 2.9. Beause of the
overabundane of faint galaxies at 3.6 and 4.5µm in the semi-analytial desription
of ref. (82), we need to remove galaxies down to 0.2 mag deeper in order to normal-
ize to a ommon shot noise level. This NIR overabundane (despite the resolution
limit of ∼1010h−1M⊙) results in the Millennium utuations (dark-gray shades in
Figure 2.9) being in loser agreement with our HFE senario at 3.6 and 4.5µm but
are otherwise onsistent with our main results.
2.5.4 Results
The lustering patterns emerging on the sky from our NIR lightones are displayed in
Figure 2.9. The limiting magnitudes have been hosen suh as to normalize the shot
noise (dot-dashed lines) to the measurements shown in eah band. The shot-noise
is seen to dominate the utuations on small sales whereas the lustering ompo-
2
The Millennium Simulation and the resulting lightones of ref. (165) assume a WMAP1-based
osmology (168) with parameters h= 0.73, Ωm=0.25, ΩΛ=0.75, n=1 and σ8=0.9 whih are slightly
dierent that our adopted parameters of h= 0.7, Ωm=0.3, ΩΛ=0.7 but this is of no appreiable
onsequene for the results in Figure 2.9.
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Figure 2.9 Models of the unresolved near-IR utuations ompared to measurements from
authors listed in the panels. We have hosen the limiting magnitude suh that the models are
normalized to the shot noise levels reahed in these studies (inluding a ontribution from a one-
halo term). The solid urves show the total ontribution from lustering and shot noise whereas
the light shaded areas indiate the region braketed by our HFE and LFE models. These are
all suppressed by the instrument beam on small sales. The dotted lines indiate the separate
one-halo and two-halo terms of the power spetrum. Shown in eah panel is the total unresolved
ux assoiated with the default model (F), the values of PSN (in units of nW2m−4sr−1) and the
assoiated mlim. The dark shaded regions orrespond to utuations arising from galaxies in the
lightones of (165) derived from the Millennium Simulation in the magnitude range mlim<m<30.
Beause of their overabundane of faint galaxies at 3.6 and 4.5µm we have inreased the mlim
of the Millennium utuations by 0.2 mag to normalize to the orret shot noise levels. In the
3.6µm panel we also show the default model from ref. (169) (dashed line). In the 1.6µm panel the
notation follows Fig. 2 of ref. (63): asterisks orrespond to utuations with all soures removed
whereas the triangles indiate their estimate of the instrumental Gaussian noise.
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Figure 2.10 The lines show the ratio of the measured soure-subtrated power spe-
trum from the AKARI 2.4µm data and the latest Spitzer-based measurements at
3.6 and 4.5µm (66) to the HFE and LFE expetations (red/upper and blue/lower
respetively). The results show that the measured CIB utuations ontinue to di-
verge from our models as we go to larger sales and are thus unlikely to result from
extra-biasing of these faint populations: in order to explain the measured signal the
biasing would have to be 1) sale-dependent, i.e. non-linear, 2) biasing ampliation
would have to be more non-linear on sales where the amplitude of the underlying
orrelation funtion is weaker (larger sales), and 3) the biasing would have to be
dierent at 3.6 and 4.5µm.
nent beomes signiant at arminute sales. We fous on 1.6, 2.4, 3.6 and 4.5µm
where we an ompare with measurements from Hubble/NICMOS, AKARI/IRC,
and Spitzer/IRAC. Our models have been onvolved with the beam prole (or PSF)
of these instruments. It is immediately lear from Figure 2.9 that the ontribution
from known galaxy populations falls short of the measured lustering signal in every
band shown. We briey disuss eah omparison:
Ref. (62) nd exess utuations of δF∼0.05-0.1 nW m−2sr−1 at arminute
sales in the Spitzer/IRAC hannels after removing soures down to ∼25 mag or
shot-noise levels PSN . 3 × 10−11 nW2m−4sr−1. Galaxy populations remaining at
the measured shot-noise levels annot aount for the observed utuations for any
faint-end modeling of the LF. We have displayed the data of ref. (54) and ref. (62)
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in panels side-by-side illustrating that the disrepany gets larger as galaxies are
removed to deeper levels. The unresolved ux assoiated with our default model is
0.18 nW m−2sr−1 in the deepest 3.6µm maps of ref. (62), so in order to explain the
observed level of the exess utuations the relative levels of the soure-subtrated
CIB utuations would have to be lose to non-linear, δF/F ∼1, all the way to ∼10′.
The spatial spetra of the CIB utuations from the known galaxy populations is
suh that the gap inreases toward large sales making it more diult to explain.
The additional linear biasing that would be required to amplify the arminute sale
signal to the observed levels is b∼6 − 20 whih is highly unlikely for small systems
in the 1. z . 3 range where most of the ux is produed. Figure 2.10 shows the
ratio of the measured power spetrum from the new large sale Spitzer/IRAC data
of ref. (66) to the power spetra of our HFE and LFE (red and blue), illustrating
that the data keeps diverging from our models out to ∼ 0.5◦. This further argues
against the deteted CIB utuations arising from the a faint-end extension of the
known populations.
Ref. (170) stak deep Spitzer exposures to detet faint ACS galaxies beyond
the detetion threshold of the frames used in ref. (62) and explore the sensitiv-
ity of the IR-utuations to these ACS soures. Their staked soure detetions
down to 25.0-26.2 mag imply a net ux of 0.12-0.35 nW m−2sr−1. For omparison,
the ux assoiated with our lightones in the 25-26.2 mag range is 0.04 and 0.2
nW m−2sr−1 at 3.6µm for LFE and HFE respetively with 0.04-0.35 nW m−2sr−1
from still fainter galaxies, >26.2 mag. However, ref. (76) already demonstrated
observationally the negligible orrelations on arminute sales between their soure-
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Figure 2.11 The ontribution of dierent redshift bins to the unresolved IR-
utuations shown in Figure 2.9 for the mlim indiated in the panels. The 3.6
and 4.5µm panels orrespond to the models at the shot noise levels of ref. (62). The
dierent set of lines orrespond to the redshift bins indiated in the legend. This
illustrates that depending on the observed band and the depth of soure removal,
the unresolved utuations from known galaxies are dominated by populations at
dierent epohs. The amplitude and shape is governed by 1) the ux prodution
history (see Fig. 2.7), and 2) the evolving power spetrum, P (k, z). The non-linear
lustering omponent is important at low-z but moves towards small sales for higher
z. The dependene on the volume element is manifested in the peak of the ΛCDM
power spetrum shifts towards smaller sales with inreasing redshift.
subtrated CIB maps and ACS soure maps.
Ref. (63) measure utuations at 1.6µm on sales out to 80′′ using HST/NICMOS
(and at 1.1µm in ref. (64)) and asribe the signal to faint galaxies emitting at red-
shifts z∼0.5-1.5. Their utuations at 80′′ have amplitudes of ∼0.4 nW m−2sr−1,
whih is a fator of 2-7 times higher than the total unresolved omponent, 0.06-0.20
nW m−2sr−1, for soures fainter than >28 mag, indiating that the lustering of
the underlying galaxies must be highly non-linear. For their CIB utuation levels
to be reoniled with our empirial estimates, the one-halo term would have to be
signiantly higher, but then its amplitude would overshoot the data at all the other
NIR wavelengths. If we take the upper limit on the shot noise at these wavelengths
to be at the levels of the estimated instrument noise of ref. (63), then our shot noise
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already mathes at AB magnitude of ∼27 (see triangles in Figure 2.9). But even
at that level we annot reprodue the utuations (asterisks) with the lustering of
known galaxy populations out to 1′. We point out in this ontext the learly visible
outer halos of the soures removed by Thompson et al (2007a, see their Fig. 4)
whose ontribution to their CIB utuations shown may be signiant and should
be estimated for more quantitative onlusions at 1.6 µm.
The ref. (65) measured utuations at 2.4, 3.2, 4.1µm using dataAkari satellite
and onlude that they are onsistent with stars from early epohs onrming the
identiation proposed in ref. (54). The left panel in Fig. 2.10 onrms that
the Akari signal at 2.4µm annot be explained by the remaining known galaxy
populations.
In Figure 2.9 we also display the default model from ref. (169) (dashed lines)
who ombined a halo model and onditional luminosity funtions to alulate IR-
utuations at 3.6µm. Our models have a somewhat lower amplitude onsidering
the fat that we use mlim=24.4 as opposed to the 25.3 mag used by ref. (169) (and
quoted in ref. (54)) but the two are in rough agreement nevertheless. Formlim=25.3
our unresolved ux is 0.1 nW m−2sr−1 (LFE) whih is roughly onsistent with the
0.08 nW m−2sr−1 found by ref. (169). However, they laim that the utuations
measured by ref. (54) at 3.6µm an be explained by galaxies in the magnitude
range 25.3 to 28.8 (AB) at z∼1-3. This is a somewhat puzzling onlusion when





The data-points from ref. (54) appear only in the eletroni version of ref. (169).
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In Figure 2.11 we show the ontribution of dierent redshift bins to the un-
resolved IR-utuations for the mlim indiated in the panels of Figure 2.9. This
illusrates the dierent epohs in whih unresolved galaxy populations ontribute to
the utuations in dierent observed NIR bands. The redshift dependene is gov-
erned by 1) the ux prodution history (see Fig. 2.7), and 2) the evolving power
spetrum, P (k, z). The Figure also reets the dependene on the ΛCDM volume el-
ement per solid angle as the overall lustering pattern shifts towards smaller angular
sales with inreasing redshift.
2.6 Disussion
We have reonstruted the emission histories seen in the near-IR of present-day
observers to model the unresolved CIB utuations and ompared with urrent
measurements. Our ompilation of 233 luminosity funtions used to populate light-
ones at z<7 reprodues the observed number ounts remarkably well and aounts
for the features shaping them. We assume the Shehter-type LF and model the
evolution of its parameters from the available datasets. We then onsidered high
and low faint-end LF limits within the onstraints permitted by deep galaxy ounts
data. Extending these to faint magnitudes and to high-z we alulated the range of
unresolved bakground ux in deep images and derived CIB-utuations from these
galaxy populations predited by the standard ΛCDM lustering power spetrum.
We nd good agreement between the preditions of our analysis and semi-analytial
galaxy evolution models ombined with the large sale Millennium N-body simula-
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tion.
By varying the limiting magnitude of soure subtration we normalize our
models to the observed shot noise levels, nding good agreement with the depths
reahed in urrent utuation measurements. We show that the known galaxy pop-
ulations fail to aount for the observed soure subtrated CIB lustering signal in
either LFE or HFE limits. Although, in priniple, by varying mlim one an nd a
population of brighter galaxies that mathes the measured lustering amplitude at
some angular sale, the assoiated shot noise levels always imply that all suh pop-
ulations have been removed in the soure subtration thereby not ontributing to
the unresolved utuations. Thus it means that the emitters produing the soure-
subtrated CIB utuations on arminute sales are below the detetion limits of
urrent surveys and furthermore, annot be a part of the known evolving galaxy
populations. In other words, sine the observed galaxy populations (extrapolated to
very faint limits) annot explain the measurements, the CIB utuations must orig-
inate in new populations so far unobserved in galaxy surveys i.e., a highly lustered
population with low shot noise. Furthermore, this result is onsistent with the lak
of large sale orrelations between the soure-subtrated CIB maps and ACS soure
maps reahing AB mag of ≃28 (76). This implies that either the CIB utuations
originate in a large unknown population of very faint systems or they are produed
at high redshift populations whose Lyman break is shifted passed the longest ACS
hannel (at 0.9µm).
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Chapter 3: The γ-ray Opaity of the Universe
3.1 Overview
The extragalati bakground light (EBL) supplies opaity for propagating high
energy GeV-TeV photons via an eletron-positron pair prodution (γγ → e+e−) (36;
37). Determining the transpareny of the universe is of fundamental importane for a
wide variety of urrent observatories suh as the spae-borne Fermi/LAT instrument
operating at energies . 500 GeV and ground-based γ-ray telesopes probing energies
&1 TeV. The distane at whih the optial depth due to this interation is τγγ ∼ 1
denes a horizon of the observable universe at γ-ray energies, and has been a subjet
of extensive eorts designed to model the build-up of EBL with time from the posited
emission history of galaxy populations (e.g., 38; 39; 40; 41).
Quantifying the optial depth of the universe to high energy photons requires
knowledge of the properties of the intervening EBL. With galaxy populations ob-
served over a wide range of wavelengths, one an uniquely reonstrut the optial
depth at these energies out to redshifts z ∼ 4. The wealth of galaxy survey data
has reently reahed adequate redshift overage to make suh empirial estimation
of the evolving EBL feasible and independent of theoretial modeling desribing the
build-up of EBL over time. In this Chapter, we follow the methodology of Chapter
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2 that relies exlusively on data from an extensive library of galaxy LFs and was
shown to reprodue independent data from galaxy ounts and the osmi infrared
bakground. We alulate the γ-ray opaity in the Fermi/LAT energy range using
galaxy surveys probing λ ≤ 4.5µm out to z . 4. Extending to TeV energies, probed
by the ground-based Cherenkov observations, we use measurements out to 24 µm;
this extrapolation is robust for the redshifts urrently probed by these observations.
All in all, our data enompasses 18 nely sampled wavelengths from UV to mid-
IR (0.15-24 µm). This empirial reonstrution denes the absolute oor of the
photon-photon optial depth due to known galaxy populations and deviations from
it would allow the haraterization of any emissions inaessible to diret telesopi
studies (171; 172). We use this to argue that Fermi/LAT (.500 Gev) is partiularly
suitable for probing the CIB from early populations. The levels of this ontribution
may be identied or signiantly onstrained from the high-z gamma-ray absorp-
tion indued in the spetra of high/intermediate redshift soures; both GRBs and
blazars (171; 173; 174). Whereas CIB utuation studies have established an un-
resolved CIB omponent, γ-ray studies oer a way to measure this omponent in a
foreground-independent manner.
3.2 Reonstruting the Evolving EBL from Data
Evolving galaxy populations ompose the bulk of the EBL whih is dominated by
starlight in the UV/optial and thermally radiating dust at longer IR wavelengths.
We use multiwavelength survey data to t the evolution of a single derived quantity,
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Figure 3.1 Measurements of the evolving luminosity density in our binned rest-
frame wavelength range 0.14-25µm in units of L⊙Mpc
−3
. The solid urves are ts
through the data points aording to our tting funtion (Equation 3.2) with best-t
parameters displayed in eah panel as (log10 aλ,bλ,cλ) where aλ is also in L⊙Mpc
−3
.
All data points have been onverted to units with h = 0.7. The referenes for the
data points an be found in Table 2.1 with the addition of UV data from (175; 176;
177; 178; 179; 180; 181) and mid-IR data from (182; 183; 184; 185; 186; 187; 91).
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the luminosity density, in this otherwise assumption-free approah
1
. The survey data
used here extends the olletion of LFs listed in Table 2.1 with expanded overage
in the UV (175; 176; 177; 178; 179; 180; 189; 181) and out to mid-IR wavelengths
(187; 182; 183; 184; 185; 91; 186). This library now ontains 342 measured LFs
and allows us to reonstrut the evolving EBL and its spetrum in a nely sampled
wavelength grid enompassing 0.15-24µm out to z ∼ 4. This therefore assumes only
the existene of populations as faint as mAB ∼ 23− 26 with extrapolation to fainter
magnitudes; additional populations at z & 6 would then exist at still earlier times
and have muh fainter uxes.
In the rest-frame UV to near-IR, the LF is well desribed by the onventional
Shehter parameterization whereas at mid-IR wavelengths, the LF seems to be
better desribed by a broken power-law or a double-exponential prole. Regardless
of the funtional form, the LFs an be integrated to give the omoving volume
emissivity (we refer to this as the luminosity density) in the given rest-frame band
jν(z) =
∫
Lνφ(Lν , z)dLν (3.1)
where φ(Lν , z) is the measured LF. Eah data point in Figure 3.1 represents the
luminosity density given by the authors along with 1σ error bars. In the ases
where this value is not given expliitly in the original papers, we have integrated
the best-t parameterized LF to obtain jν and have estimated the errors from the
distribution of all of the values of jν allowed within the 1σ solutions of the individ-
1
Ref. (188) have used a similar approah to reonstrut the EBL at < 0.7µm.
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ual t parameters. However, mutual omparison of unertainties among the many
dierent studies is not very meaningful sine some authors inlude various eets
in addition to the statistial errors from the method of LF estimation, suh as os-
mi variane, k-orretions, inompleteness and photometri system. Here, we have
hosen to maximize our wavelength and redshift overage by letting all available
measurements ontribute to our tted evolution regardless of the error treatment.
In the ases where the median redshift of the sample is not expliitly given, we have
plaed the measurements at the midpoint of the redshift bin. Our wavelength inter-
val is sampled at the rest-frame bands shown in the panels of Figure 3.1 where most
of the LFs have been measured. The osets from these dened wavelengths due to
lter variations (e.g. SDSS u′ and Johnson U) are small enough to be negleted.
Motivated by the tting formulae in Setion 2.3, whih we found to be reliable
over a wide range of wavelengths, we onsider the following three parameter ts for
the evolution of the luminosity density
jν(z) = aλ(1 + (z − z0))bλ exp (−cλ(z − z0)) (3.2)
where we x z0 = 0.8. Although not restrited to Shehter LFs, this funtional form
for jν(z) is nevertheless equivalent to the underlying Shehter parameters evolving
as L⋆ ∝ (1+ (z− z0))bλ and φ⋆ ∝ exp (−cλ(z − z0)) with a onstant faint-end slope.
Interpolating the rest-frame data between our 18 referene bands denes the rest-
frame emissivity spetrum at any given epoh. We apply a uto to the spetrum
above the Lyman limit, Ecutoff = 13.6eV, orresponding to eient absorption of
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Figure 3.2 Upper panel: The evolving EBL resulting from our empirial reonstru-
tion. The dierent lines illustrate the build-up of EBL with osmi time leading to
the present day levels (thik solid urve). We display the evolving EBL in omoving
oordinates i.e. without the expansion fator (1+z)3 for better mutual omparison.
The left pointing triangles show the EBL threshold energy needed to interat with an
observed 30GeV photon (blue), 300GeV, (red) and 1TeV (green) originating at the
redshifts shown. Lower: Our reonstruted EBL ompared to integrated ounts in
the literature along with the region bound by the upper/lower faint-end senarios in
Chapter 2 (shaded). The blak and gray lines represent the ase of Ecutoff = 10.2eV
and 13.6eV respetively. The ounts data are from (190, purple), (191, yan), (33,
red), (146, green), (34, orange), (192, yan), (193, blak), (194, deep purple), (195,
light green), (196, blue).
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ionizing photons by hydrogen in the loal environments. At all lower energies, the
universe is assumed to be ompletely transparent to bakground photons. The
integrated light from galaxies seen today an be alulated using Equation 1.14.
In Chapter 2 we onsidered two limiting ases for the evolution of the faint-end
of the LF and showed that the distribution of galaxies from LF data, when projeted
onto the sky, aurately reovered the observed galaxy ounts aross the optial and
near-infrared. The ux from the integrated ounts is displayed as shaded regions
in the lower panel of Figure 3.2 along with our empirially determined EBL (solid
line) whih is in good agreement with integrated ounts data in the literature apart
from wavelengths & 6µm where the steep evolution of the mid-IR LFs (8-24µm)
auses our EBL to be a fator of ∼2-3 higher than integrated ounts from referenes
(196; 192; 194; 195). Although these authors do not laim to fully resolve the
CIB at these wavelengths, the disrepany is large enough to indiate a mismath
between number ounts and mid-IR LF measurements at z > 0.5. This issue is
apparently also enountered in galaxy evolution models; ref. (197) are not able to
simultaneously aount for the integrated ounts and the bright-end of the observed
LF in the 8-24µm range using dierent dust templates. In fat, this is the wavelength
regime where varying degrees of dust ontribution and PAH emission make the
spetrum less preditable. Reent upper limits derived from a TeV soure spetra
also favor low levels of CIB at these wavelengths (45; 44). At this stage, one must
therefore question the robustness of EBL reonstruted from LFs at & 8µm.
The UV/blue end of the EBL turns out to be sensitive to the abundane of
photons with energies just below the Lyman limit, 13.6eV. The redshifted far-UV
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ontribution dominates the EBL below 0.5µm due to the steep inrease of the star
formation rate at earlier times. For all galaxy types, there is onsiderable absorption
in the Lyman series whih we do not aount for and we illustrate this dependene
by onsidering the ase where Lyman-series absorption ompletely suppresses the
spetrum above 10.2eV (instead of Ecutoff = 13.6eV); shown as gray lines in Fig-
ure 3.2 (lower panel). We subsequently display our optial depths for the both ases
whih braket the true behavior.
3.3 The Photon-photon Optial Depth
The relevant quantity for omputing the optial depth due to photon-photon inter-
ation is the rest-frame number density of photons as a funtion of time and energy,
n(E, z). We shall refer to the energy of a photon belonging to the EBL as E and we
use E for the propagating γ-rays. Rest-frame quantities are denoted with a prime.
At any given epoh, the photon number density (in proper oordinates) is omposed
both of soures emitting in the rest-frame as well as the aumulated emission from
earlier times









where h is the Plank onstant (the extra h is to onvert jν to per unit energy,
dE = hdν) and ν ′ = (1 + z′)/(1 + z). The ondition for pair prodution is that
the total energy in the enter-of-mass frame must satisfy E ′E ′(1− cos θ) ≥ 2(mec2)2
where θ is the angle of inidene. This means that in order to interat with a γ-ray
of energy E ′, bakground photons must have wavelengths of . 5.0(E ′/1 TeV)µm.
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The ross setion for this interation is

















E ′E ′(1− µ) , µ = cos θ.
For the most likely angle of inidene, µ = 0 (side-on), the probability for interation
is maximized at roughly four times the minimum threshold energy, ∼ 4mec2/E . The
optial depth enountered by a high energy photon originating at z (τ ∼ σnd) an
be expressed in terms of its observed energy, E , as













σ(E ′, E ′, µ)n(E ′, z′)dE ′ (3.5)
where n(E, z) omes from Equation 3.3. In Figure 3.3 we display the alulated
optial depths as a funtion of observed energy for γ-rays originating at several
redshifts. The optial depth roughly traes the shape of the number density of
EBL photons with a sharp drop in the optial depth at the lowest energies due to
the uto at the Lyman limit. We also show the regions enompassed by the two
senarios of the faint-end evolution from the reonstrution in Chapter 2.
3.4 Appliation to High Energy Observations
What do these reonstruted opaities imply for observations of high-energy soures
with the urrent instruments? Blazars and gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) are examples
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Figure 3.3 Solid lines show the γγ optial depth ontributed by known galaxy
populations assuming Ecutoff = 13.6eV (gray urve in the lower panel of Figure 3.2).
The urves are not drawn beyond the energy of (mec
2)2/E24µm(1 + z) as we do
not onsider data at λ > 25µm. The shaded regions show the boundaries of the
upper/lower senarios in the empirial reonstrution in Chapter 2 out to 4.5µm.
The dotted vertial line shows roughly the highest energy probed by Fermi/LAT
and the dashed line shows where τ = 1 for referene.
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of high energy extragalati soures whose spetra is aeted by attenuation of pho-
tons in exess of & 10GeV. Two types of datasets are relevant for this disussion:
spae-borne Fermi/LAT measurements at . 500GeV and ground-based telesopi
measurements extending out to ∼TeV energies. Beause extragalati γ-ray absorp-
tion inreases with both with redshift and energy, the EBL an be onstrained based
on the highest energy photons observed from a soure provided the redshift is known
(198). GRBs have the advantages of being observable aross great distanes and typ-
ially displaying harder spetra than most blazars at sub-GeV energies. Figure 3.2
shows that for Fermi-observed soures it is suient to use data out to ≃ 4.5µm
(red symbols), whereas for TeV range observations, survey data are needed out to
the longer wavelengths (green symbols). Figure 3.3 shows the reonstruted optial
depth expliitly onrming this. We now briey disuss the impliations:
Fermi/LAT detets blazars and GRBs out to energies ∼ 250 − 300 Gev.
In Figure 3.4 (upper panel) we show urves of onstant γγ optial depth in E − z
spae and ompare with the most onstraining high energy Fermi/LAT soures with
known redshifts (taken from 198). The ontours of τ = 1, 2, 3, 5 orrespond to proba-
bilities of photon being absorbed by the EBL of 63%, 86%, 95%, 99.3%, respetively.
In the absene of new populations, the universe remains fairly transparent at the
Fermi/LAT energies out to z ∼ 2−3. Our reonstruted EBL is fully onsistent with
all the available LAT data and, in fat, allows for non-negligible extra levels of the
CIB from new populations suh as possibly have existed at higher z. As the Fermi
mission progresses and Figure 3.4 (upper) beomes more populated at the highest
energies, soures at high-z will provide better onstraints for the optial/NIR EBL.
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Ground-based Cherenkov telesopes have produed good quality spetra
for TeV-blazars, although for soures at signiantly lower redshifts than Fermi/LAT.
If the evolving EBL is known to a good auray, one an deabsorb observed blazar
spetra to reveal the intrinsi omponent, whih is expeted to have a power-law
form, dN/dE ∝ E−Γ. The lower panels in Figure 3.4 demonstrate how our reon-
struted EBL aets the spetrum of two known blazars at relatively high redshifts,
both of whih have been used to plae upper limits on the optial/NIR EBL. Good
quality spetrum of the BL La objet 1ES 1101-232 (z = 0.186) has been obtained
by HESS in the energy range 0.16 − 3.3TeV whih at z = 0.186 interats most
strongly with optial and near-IR bakground photons (42). The observed spe-
trum is relatively hard (Γ = 2.88 ± 0.17) and results in a best-t intrinsi photon
index of Γint = 1.49 after deabsorption. For this partiular soure, the upturn at
TeV energies is largely driven by the EBL photons at & 5µm and would be less
pronouned if our EBL reeted the integrated ounts data in the lower panel of
Figure 3.2. Beause the EBL hanges with time in both shape and amplitude, the
eets on γ-ray absorption beome even more prominent for more distant soures.
The spetrum of the distant radio quasar 3C 279 has been aptured by MAGIC dur-
ing dierent aring events (200; 201). The deabsorbed spetrum of 3C 279 shown in
Figure 3.4 (lower) also deviates substantially from a simple power-law in the highest
energy bins whih is unlikely to be due to our near-IR bakground being overesti-
mated. This behavior of the deabsorbed 3C 279 spetrum has been pointed out by
ref. (41) who suggest either improved emission models or instrumental systemati
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Figure 3.4 Upper: the urves show where a photon of energy E originating at z,
enounters exatly τγγ = 1, 2, 3, 5 (solid, dotted, dashed, dash-dotted respetively).
Blak and gray orrespond to the ases of the rest-frame spetrum uto energy is at
10.2 and 13.6eV respetively. The symbols show the highest energy photon observed
in GRBs (blue squares) and a seletion of the most onstraining of Fermi/LAT
blazars (orange irles) (198; 199). Lower: the observed energy spetrum of the
soures 1ES 1101-232 (z = 0.186; left) and 3C 279 (z = 0.536; right) shown with
blak diamonds, and the orresponding deabsorbed data as blue squares. The deab-
sorbed spetra have best-t photon indies Γin = 1.49 and Γin = 2.28 respetively,
but deviate substantially from a power-law at the highest energy bins.
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unertainties as potential solutions. Another possibility is that some fundamental
eets are missing suh as seondary γ-rays produed along the line of sight by
osmi rays aelerated by the blazar jet (50). In absene of suh seondary eets
however, the universe should be ompletely opaque for TeV soures at z & 0.5.
Upper limits for the EBL derived from TeV spetra rely on assumptions of the
hardness of the intrinsi blazar spetrum. Ref. (44) derives limits for the whole range
of optial to far-IR EBL using an extensive soure sample from both Fermi/LAT
and ground-based Cherenkov telesopes. Their results allow a total integrated NIR
ux (1-10µm) of ∼20nW m−2sr−1 in exess of known galaxy populations whereas
there is, at most, little room for extra ontribution in the mid-IR (> 10µm). In fat,
our LF-derived EBL is inonsistent with the lowest mid-IR limits (45).
3.5 Disussion
We have shown that it is possible to robustly reonstrut the evolving EBL in the
universe using library of multiwavelength survey data. This reonstrution uniquely
denes the γ-ray opaity out to TeV energies for soures at z . 4 and shows that
at the energy bands probed by Fermi/LAT, the universe is fairly transparent out
to z ∼ 2 − 3, unless unknown soures at high redshifts ontribute non-negligible
amounts of CIB. Our reonstruted EBL is onsistent with the γ-ray horizon that
has been deteted at low/intermediate-z (47; 48). At TeV energies, probed by
ground based telesopes, the universe beomes optially thik at z ∼ 0.5 so any
suh photons assoiated with the soures at higher redshifts would have to be of
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seondary origin.
Unlike ground-based Cherenkov telesopes, the LAT (.500 Gev) is partiu-
larly suitable for probing the CIB exess from early populations. There are several
reasons for this: 1) the onset of γ-ray absorption ours at lower energies for soures
at higher z, where LAT is more sensitive; 2) the γγ-optial depth depends on the
proper photon number density, ∝(1+z)3, whih at high-z beomes large even for
low CIB exess levels; 3) any CIB already in plae sine the era of the rst stars
an be more readily diserned at higher-z in the absene of ontamination from the
bright galaxy populations of later times. Isolating CIB emissions from early epohs
is therefore optimally probed with &10 GeV photons originating at z > 1. This
may be possible with the reently released The First LAT Catalog of High Energy
Soures (1FHL) (202). The 1FHL ontains 47 blazars with measured redshifts above
z = 1 (39 FSRQs, 8 BL Las) out of whih 35 are signiantly deteted above 30
GeV.
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Chapter 4: X-ray Emission from the CIB Soures: The Origin of the
CIB×CXB Signal
4.1 Overview
The large sale lustering of the soure-subtrated CIB utuations does not pro-
vide diret information on whether the underlying soures are powered by stel-
lar nuleosynthesis or aretion onto ompat objets. Reently, Cappelluti et al.
2013 (77, C13 hereafter) provided observational evidene for a substantial popula-
tion of areting objets among the CIB soures. C13 used deep soure-subtrated
Spitzer/IRAC and Chandra maps of an overlapping region on the sky to reveal a
highly signiant ross-orrelation signal between the unresolved CIB at 3.6,4.5µm
and the soft 0.5-2 keV CXB. If this signal originates at high-z, it may have important
impliations for galaxy formation, the growth of early blak holes and reionization.
However, sine there are a variety of ways in whih X-ray prodution an spatially
orrelate with optial/IR emitting ounterparts, a more quantitative analysis of
known soure lasses at z . 6 is needed; suh as X-ray binaries, AGN and hot gas.
The deepest Chandra surveys have been able to resolve ∼ 80−90% of the [0.5-
8℄ keV CXB into individual point soures, the majority of whih is made up of AGN
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(203; 204). However, at the faintest uxes, the abundane of soures identied
as normal galaxies rapidly approahes that of AGN and is likely to dominate at
fainter levels. The X-ray emission within galaxies omes predominantly from X-ray
binaries (XRBs), a ompat objet areting from a ompanion star, whih have
been found to sale well with galaxy properties suh as star formation rate and
stellar mass (e.g. 205; 206; 207). These soures have reently been deteted out
to deeper levels, and higher redshifts, by staking analyses (208; 209). The bulk
of the unresolved CXB utuations (& 2 × 10−16erg s−1cm−2) remaining in deep
Chandra exposures has been assigned to gas residing in galaxy groups and lusters
(∼50%), with the rest being ontributed by AGN and galaxies (210). At these
levels, any ontribution from high-z miniquasars would be overwhelmed by these
low-z omponents (<5%), although the systemati unertainty in the mean level of
the CXB inreases suh onstraints by a large fator. The signal measured in C13
is revealed only after eliminating undeteted X-ray soures down to unpreedented
ux levels, ≪ 5×10−17erg s−1cm−2, using the deep soure-subtrated Spitzer maps.
In this Chapter, we explore the ontribution of the intermediate redshift
soures to the measured level of the CIB×CXB oherene (C13) by modeling om-
ponents from dierent soure lasses: galaxies, AGN and diuse emission, in both
IR and X-rays. We present a formalism for reonstruting the ross power spetrum
of the utuations produed by eah soure lass using the latest observational evi-
dene for their lustering and abundane. We also disuss the intrahalo light model
of ref. (67) in light of the full CIB onstraints and its measured oherene with the
unresolved CXB.
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4.2 The Measured CIB×CXB Coherene
The ross-power desribing the orrelations between utuations at dierent wave-
lengths (m,n) is Pmn(q) = 〈∆m(q)∆∗n(q)〉 = Rm(q)Rn(q) + Im(q)In(q) with R, I
standing for the real, imaginary parts of the Fourier transform, ∆(~q). The ross-
power spetrum is a real quantity whih an assume positive or negative values.
Coherene is then dened in its usual way as C(q) ≡ [Pmn(q)]2
Pm(q)Pn(q)
(66). In the absene
of ommon (oherent) populations at wavelengths m and n the ross-power, mea-
sured from a map of Npix pixels, will osillate around zero with a random statistially
unertainty of order [PmPn]/
√
Npix.
The spatial oherene measured between the soure-subtrated CIB utua-
tions and the unresolved CXB used data from the deep Chandra ACIS-I AEGIS-XD
survey and The Spitzer Extended Deep Survey (SEDS) in the EGS eld, where the
two datasets overlap in a ≃ 8′ × 45′ region of the sky (for details, see 77). The mea-
sured ross-power between the soure-subtrated IRAC maps at (3.6,4.5)µm and




, with an over-
all signiane of ≃(3.8,5.6)σ respetively. At the same time, no signiant signal
was deteted between the IRAC soure-subtrated maps and the harder Chandra
bands. The measured oherene signal has been deteted after jointly masking re-
solved soures down to mAB≃25 and 7×10−17erg s−1cm−2 in IR and X-rays respe-
tively
1
. The signal is haraterized by the ross-power spetrum, PIR,X(q) shown
1
Throughout, all quantities referred to as X-ray or denoted by X orrespond to the emission
in the soft X-ray band 0.5-2 keV, unless noted otherwise. The sux IR refers to the near-IR
wavelengths 3.6µm and 4.5µm i.e. the eetive wavelengths of Spitzer/IRAC bandpasses 1 and 2
whereas FIR refers to the total infrared quantities, integrated over 101000µm.
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in Figure 4.10, and exhibits a broad band averaged ross-power in the 101000
′′
angular range
〈P3.6µm,0.5−2keV〉 = 6.4 ± 1.7,
〈P4.5µm,0.5−2keV〉 = 7.3 ± 1.3,
in units of 10−20erg s−1cm−2nWm−2sr−1. We refer to the opposite ends of the mea-




℄ as small and large angular sales respetively.
In this Chapter we examine the ontribution to this signal from extragalati
populations at z . 6 i.e. exluding the putative high-z populations. We deompose
the total ross-power spetrum of the utuations into the sum of power from soures
of types known to emit both in X-rays and optial/IR
Ptotal = Pgalaxies + PAGN + Pdiffuse (4.1)
with eah of these omponents ontributing both in terms of their large sale lus-
tering on the sky as well as shot noise dominating small sale power. We refer to
soures of X-ray emission arising olletively from stars, stellar remnants and gas
within galaxies as normal galaxies whereas the term AGN is used in its broad-
est sense referring to any blak hole ativity in the enters of galaxies regardless of
sublasses. We also onsider non-point soures suh as hot diuse gas and dispersed
light around galaxies whih we olletively refer to as diuse omponents.
The measured oherene an be interpreted as the produt of the fration of
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the emission due to ommon populations i.e. C = ζ2mζ2n, where ζm is the fration
ontributed by the ommon populations in band m. At large angular sales (>20′′)
the level of the measured oherene between 4.5µm and [0.5-2℄ keV is measured to be
C(q) ∼ 0.03−0.05 implying that at least 1525% of the large sale power of the CIB
utuations is orrelated with the spatial power spetrum of the X-ray utuations,
i.e.
√
C &1525%. This implies that the true nature of the signal lies somewhere in
between two limiting senarios
(1) 100% of the large sale CIB utuations are ontributed by ommon X-ray
soures, that make up ∼1525% of CXB utuations,
(2) ∼1525% of the large sale CIB utuations are ontributed by ommon X-ray
soures, that make up 100% of CXB utuations.
Note however, that
√
C(q) is a sale dependent value. It is important to stress that
the term ommon soures does not neessarily imply that the orresponding parts
of the CIB and CXB are produed by the same physial soures emitting at both
IR and X-rays. The IR and X-ray emitters may simply be separated by an angle
smaller than the Chandra Gaussian beam of ≃10′′ orresponding to a physial sale
of ∼ 0.1h−1Mp at z = 1. This denes the sale of the individual objets in the
analysis that follows.
C13 also note that the unresolved CXB utuations may be ontaminated by
ionized gas in the Milky Way. Unfortunately, this omponent is diuult to model
and subtrat but it is not expeted to exhibit positive ross-orrelation with the
Galati irrus and should rather anti-orrelate with infrared emitting dust louds.
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Therefore the observed X-ray utuations are an upper limit for the extragalati
CXB omponent and its oherene with the CIB, quoted at C ∼ (0.2)2, should be
onsidered a lower limit.
4.3 Soures of the CIB
The CIB levels from undeteted populations implied by the soure-subtrated u-
tuations require &0.5 nW m−2sr−1 (69) on top of the extrapolated ux from known
galaxies (146; 35). This level of CIB is therefore easily aommodated by both di-
ret and indiret measurements but the soures of this omponent have not been
onlusively identied. However, valuable insight an be obtained from population
studies and deep observations at other wavelengths.
4.3.1 Galaxies
Aording to the analysis in Chapter 2, extrapolation of faint galaxy populations
suggests an unresolved CIB of ∼0.10.3 nW m−2sr−1 at 3.6µm whih is mostly pro-
dued in the 1 < z < 4 range (73). The large sale lustering of these populations,
δF/F . 0.05, was found to be insuient to aount for the observed CIB utu-
ations at large sales (see Figure 4.6). However, provided that unresolved galaxies
dominate the unresolved CXB utuations, they ould in priniple produe enough
oherene with the CXB to reah C ∼ 0.02 − 0.05 while remaining a underdom-
inant omponent in the CIB utuations. Here we use the empirial alulation
from Chapter 2 where the CIB from galaxy populations was reonstruted using
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233 observed multiwavelength luminosity funtions measured at z.5. We address
the X-ray emission from these galaxies in Setion 4.4.1.
4.3.2 AGN
The AGN fration of the resolved CIB soures is small, .810% (211), but their
leading role for the CXB energetis makes them important for the interpretation
of the CIB×CXB orrelation. Here we estimate the CIB prodution from AGN
by onstruting an AGN population model from measured J-band luminosity fun-
tions (212). This sample onsists of 1838 AGN (Type 1 and 2) at 0<z.6 seleted
in both IR and X-ray, and is therefore less aeted by inompleteness and biases
seen in purely optial or infrared seleted samples. The hoie of rest-frame J-band
(1.25µm) luminosity funtions minimizes the unertainty in the k-orretion as dis-
tant populations observed at 3.64.5µm emit light at rest-frames 0.7.λ.4.5µm for
z < 4. We use the pure luminosity evolution parameterization of the AGN LF given
in ref. (212) whih inludes both host galaxy emission and reddening, extrapolating
the parameterized evolution beyond z>5 (assuming LDDE model instead does not
aet our results). The inlusion of the host galaxy is important sine the X-ray
faint AGN tend to be optially obsured and dominated by their host galaxy light
whih also ontributes to the CIB. At every distane the 1.25µm emission is or-
reted to λem = λobs/(1+z) using the average low resolution AGN spetral template
of ref. (213) where λobs is either 3.6 and 4.5µm for this paper (see also ref. 214).
Figure 4.1 shows a reasonable agreement between this projeted population and
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Spitzer/IRAC AGN ounts from ref. (211). Inauraies in the shape of the ounts
may arise from the fat that our mean AGN spetrum is orreted for host galaxy
ontribution and reddening.
The typial faint-end slope measured for AGN luminosity funtions ranges
from −1.6 to −1.3 showing marginal evidene for attening at higher redshifts (215;
216). In our model, we onservatively extrapolate a non-evolving faint-end slope
of β = −1.4 to aount for unresolved AGN but this likely overestimates the AGN
ontribution for several reasons. First, beause we use LFs unorreted for host
galaxy ontribution whih bias the faint-end slope and inrease the number of faint
objets (217). This eet an be partiularly pronouned in the near-IR, as the
ratio of host to AGN in unobsured objets has a typial maximum at 1.6µm.
Seond, the 0.5-2 keV vs 3.6µm ux ratio turns towards X/O<0 at faint uxes
suggesting a dereasing importane of AGN ontribution (218). This is onsistent
with signiant number of optially normal galaxies that are seen as hosts of low-
luminosity X-ray AGN, (e.g. 219). Diminishing nulear ativity makes the host
galaxy dominate at low luminosities and the distintion between galaxy and AGN
beomes less meaningful. Then these soures should be largely aounted for by our
treatment of IR galaxies. In addition, our treatment of normal galaxies (see Setion
4.3.1) is based on a ompilation of observed galaxy LFs whih do not typially
exlude AGN.
From Figure 4.1, it is lear that normal galaxies are far more numerous than
AGN at all ux limits regardless of the extrapolation to faint levels. The CIB
ontribution of AGN is always . 10% of the galaxy ontribution and their sky
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Figure 4.1 The umulative soure number ounts of galaxies (green line) ompared
with AGN (blue line). The models for AGN are onstruted from J-band LFs and
are unorreted for host galaxy ontribution (explained in the text). Corresponding
AGN ounts data is from ref. (211) (irles). The dotted lines show the ases in
whih the faint-end slope of the AGN LF is extrapolated with a onstant slope of
−1.6 (upper) and −1.2 (lower). The green line shows the galaxy reonstrution of
ref. (73) ompared with SEDS data (35) (diamonds).
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surfae density is ∼23 orders of magnitude smaller than the ∼1 arse−2 required
to explain the measured CIB utuations (69). AGN would need to live in low mass
halos to exist in suient numbers at z . 4 and our mask eliminates most halos
& 1012M⊙ where AGN are typially found. Furthermore, a reognizable signature
of faint AGN is that their near-IR spetrum should inrease with wavelength due
to their dusty torus emission but this is inonsistent with the blue olors of the
measured CIB utuations (65). We therefore assert that the IR emission from
AGN themselves is insuient to produe signiant unresolved CIB utuations.
However, this does not neessarily eliminate AGN as soures of the CIB×CXB
orrelation as their X-ray emission an produe stronger orrelation with other IR
populations sharing ommon large sale strutures (see Setion 4.6).
4.3.3 Diuse emission, intrahalo light
Reently, some modeling of the origin of the CIB utuations has foused on a
form of missing light assoiated with galaxy populations but distributed in diuse
strutures around masked soures. There are several empirial lines of observational
evidene that argue strongly against suh an origin:
1. There are no spatial orrelations between the soure-subtrated Spitzer/IRAC
maps and galaxies deteted in deep Hubble/ACS maps (0.5-0.9µm) .28 mag
(76). However, there are very signiant orrelations between the ACS galaxies
and the unmasked Spitzer maps. This means that ACS galaxies and any
assoiated diuse emission, annot ontribute signiantly to the large sale
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CIB utuations found in soure-subtrated Spitzer data.
2. The large sale CIB utuations are not sensitive to inreasing/dereasing the
size of masked regions around resolved galaxies. Indeed, Fig. 17 of ref. (78)
shows that there is little variation in the CIB utuation as the soure masking
is eroded or dilated to masking frations varying from ≃ 7% to ≃ 46%.
3. There are no orrelations between the soure-subtrated CIB utuations and
the identied removed extended soures. Moreover, ref. (78) onstruted arti-
ial halos around masked soures and demonstrated that the diuse emission
in the nal image does not orrelate spatially with the halos around masked
soures that mimi missing light (54) and ref. (78).
These arguments ontradit senarios invoking any form of missing light assoiated
with masked galaxies.
One suh senario was proposed by ref. (67) who onsidered diuse starlight
sattered around and between galaxies at z ∼ 1−4 as an alternative explanation for
the origin of the unresolved CIB utuations. This an arise from stars stripped in
mergers or ejeted via other proesses. Here we onsider suh a diuse omponent














(1 + z)−1 (4.2)
where λ′ = λobs(1 + z) using a spetral template of a typial elliptial galaxy on-
taining old stellar populations from Starburst99 (220). This template assumes a 900
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Myr old stellar population forming at the same time with a Salpeter IMF (1100M⊙)
and metalliity Z = 0.008Z⊙. In Figure 4.4 we show that dierent hoies of SED
parameters do not aet the IHL ux to a great extent (unless the population is
very young <20 Myr). In all other respets we follow the formulation in ref. (67)
reovering a ux of 1 nW m−2sr−1 at 3.6µm whih is onsistent with but slightly
higher than the 0.75 nW m−2sr−1 quoted in ref. (67). We are unable to get the large
sale lustering up to the quoted δF/F = 10 − 15% and as a result our large sale
utuations are a fator of ∼23 lower (see Figure 4.6). As is shown in Figure 4.4,
the CIB from this IHL omponent exeeds the total CIB from all galaxies already
at z & 2 aording to the empirial reonstrution of Chapter 2. Although this by
itself makes the model non-viable, we alulate the oherene levels between CIB
and diuse X-ray emission for this omponent.
4.4 Soures of the CXB
4.4.1 Normal X-ray Galaxies
The bulk of the CXB (∼ 80 − 90%) has been resolved into point soures, most
of whih is ontributed by AGN (203; 204). However, the number ounts from
the Chandra deep elds reveal that the ontribution of normal galaxies (mostly
XRBs) approahes that of AGN at the faintest levels (221; 204). A simple extrap-
olation of the slope of galaxies implies that they will ultimately dominate AGN at
. 10−17erg s−1cm−2 (see Fig. 4.5); this is in fat suggested by deep staking anal-
yses (208). Although ref. (73) demonstrated the low ontribution of known galaxy
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populations to the unresolved CIB, their CXB×CIB amplitude ultimately depends
on their X-ray properties.
The X-ray galaxy luminosity funtion (XLF) derived from Chandra and XMM-
Newton data is limited to small samples of loal galaxies of LX & 10
40
erg/s with
luminosity evolution onsistent with L⋆ ∝ (1+z)2.3 out to z∼1 (222; 223). The X-ray
emission in galaxies is dominated by a population of ompat objets areting from
a stellar ompanion although hot gas an ontribute substantially to the soft X-ray
ux (. 1 keV). To gain a better understanding of the X-ray galaxy population and
its evolution a popular approah takes advantage of empirial orrelations of X-ray
luminosity with various galaxy properties derived from longer wavelength data. The




Φ(logLY )P (logLX | logLY )d logLY (4.3)
(in num·Mp−3dex−1) where Y represents a rest-frame band whih orrelates with
X-ray luminosity via some speied LX -LY relation and P (logLX | logLY ) desribes
the probability of a soure of LY having an X-ray luminosity of LX . Here we assume
the probability distribution to be Gaussian










where LX(LY ) is the X-ray luminosity predited by a LX -LY relation and σ is the
standard deviation of the satter in the measured orrelation.
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We onsider the X-ray luminosity of normal galaxies to be the sum of ontri-
butions from HMXBs, LMXBs and hot gas
LgalX = LX(HMXB) + LX(LMXB) + LX(gas) (4.5)
Other forms of galaxy-wide X-ray emission, suh as from WD binaries and super-
nova remnants, have been found to be at least ten times weaker so we ignore their
ontribution (225). A strong orrelation is found between the star formation rate
(SFR) and the overall X-ray emission of the galaxy whih is attributed to ative
star forming regions produing bright short-lived (.100 Myr) high mass X-ray bi-
naries (HMXBs). On the other hand, long-lived (&1 Gyr) low mass X-ray binaries
(LMXBs) have been found to orrelate well with the net stellar mass in galaxies. For
a full ensus of X-ray galaxies and their dierent emission mehanism, it is there-
fore helpful to deompose the population into late(ative) and early(quiesent)-type
galaxies, Φtot = Φlate+Φearly. In the piture that follows, late-types an be assumed
to ontain HMXBs, LMXBs as well as hot gas whereas early-types only ontain
LMXBs and hot gas.
4.4.1.1 Late-types
The tight orrelation between X-ray luminosity and SFR has established HMXBs as
the dominant mehanism for X-ray prodution in late-type galaxies (e.g. 205). For
the purpose of re-onstruting the evolving population of X-ray galaxies, we rely
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Figure 4.2 Cumulative X-ray soure ounts in soft (left) and hard (right) X-ray
bands. The panels show observed galaxy ounts from the CDF-S 4Ms survey (204)
where the blak irles represent all galaxies and the sub-ontributions from late and
early-type galaxies are shown as purple diamonds and orange triangles respetively.
The solid lines show the predition of our population model in the same olors
sheme (blak, purple and orange for total, late and early-types respetively). We
show the extrapolation all the way down to 10−19erg s−1cm−2 to emphasize the
expeted behavior in the unresolved CXB regime.
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on the total infrared luminosity funtion (8-1000µm)2. This hoie is motivated by
several points, 1) re-radiated dust emission in the FIR is an established traer of
star formation whih bypasses unertainties in UV traers due to obsuration, 2)
the LX -LFIR orrelation is both very signiant and well alibrated, 3) the evolution
of the FIR LF has been probed out to z ∼ 3 allowing the estimation of HMXB
ativity for 4/5 of the osmi time. Sine the bulk galaxy-ontributed CXB omes
from z.3 it is not neessary to rely on UV LFs probing z>3. We adopt the FIR LF
measured from deep Spitzer GOODS/FIDEL data in the 0<z<2.5 range (226; 91).
The measurement is in good agreement with other FIR LFs in the literature (227;
228) and is desribed by a double power-law parameterized by the harateristi
luminosity L⋆, normalization φ⋆, and bright and faint-end slopes α and β. The
evolution is onsistent with pure luminosity evolution L⋆ ∝ (1 + z)3.6 out to z = 1
with very mild evolution of both L⋆ and φ⋆ at z > 1. Beyond z = 3 we assume L⋆
gets fainter with z at the rate implied by the UV LF of ref. (101) but this has little
impat on our results.
The LX -SFR relation was studied by (207) for galaxies overing roughly four
orders of magnitude in SFR,−1.5 . log SFR . 2.5 inM⊙/yr. The relation is derived
at 210 keV where hot gas beomes negligible and the emission is predominantly
2
We denote the total infrared (8-1000µm) as FIR to avoid onfusing with IR whih we use
to refer to the near-IR
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0.94 logLFIR + 30.17, logLFIR . 9.6
0.74 logLFIR + 32.09, logLFIR & 9.6
(4.6)
with a 1σ satter of roughly 0.4 dex. It is important to note that beause ref. (207)
derive the SFR solely based on IR luminosity our model does not depend on a LFIR-
SFR alibration. The duality of the relationship in Equation 4.6 over a wide range of
SFR (0.01-100 M⊙/yr) arises beause LMXBs provide a non-negligible ontribution
to the low SFR regime. Indeed, the K-band luminosity is used to trae stellar
mass leading ti a relationship M⋆ ∝SFR1.1 for SFR.5M⊙/yr and M⋆ ∝SFR0.3 for
SFR&5M⊙/yr whih ombines SFR and M
⋆
in a more physially justied relation
LX=αM
⋆
+βSFR. Our adopted relation (Eqn 4.6) therefore aounts for both the
HMXBs and LMXBs ontribution in late-type galaxies. We assume an average
spetral index of Γ=1.8 to onvert to the 0.5-2 keV band.
Reent evidene seems to indiate that the loal LX-SFR relation is not on-
stant with redshift. Ref. (209) nd an evolution LX ∝ (1 + z)0.9 for galaxies
with SFR&5M⊙/yr. However, inluding this evolution in our relation slightly
overprodues the faintest CDFS ounts (204). We therefore inlude a term of
logLX ∝ 0.5(1 + z) in Equation 4.6 whih results in good agreement with the
data. If we use the observed evolution regardless (overproduing faint X-ray galax-




The X-ray emission from quiesent galaxies is thought to be dominated by long-lived
LMXBs leftover from earlier episodes of star formation and hot gas in extended
halos. The X-ray luminosity of early-types is found to orrelate well with K-band
luminosity, the preferred indiator of stellar mass. For the template LF for early-type
galaxies we have hosen the loal K-band LF of ref. (121) (2MASS) for z<0.05 and
the evolving LF ref. (123) from ombined SWIRE-VVDS-CFHTLS data reahing
z = 2. These measurements separate the ontribution from the early-types and late-
type to the total LF. The bright(high mass)-end of the LF (stellar mass funtion)
is dominated by early-types whereas late-types are muh more numerous at the
faint(low mass)-end. All the K-band LFs are well desribed by the Shehter funtion
with parameters L⋆,φ⋆ and α measured out to z=2. We t the evolving parameters
in the 0 < z < 2 range using the funtional forms in ref. (73) and extrapolate them
beyond z > 2.
Ref. (225) studied the distint omponents of X-ray emission in nearby early-
types in great detail, resolving the individual XRBs. The total LMXB luminosity
is found to orrelate with K-band luminosity via the relation
logL0.3−8keV = logLK + 29 (4.7)
where LK is in L⊙,K = 4.82×1032erg·s−1 and the 1σ satter is ≈0.3 dex. We onvert
the 0.3-8 keV luminosity to the 0.5-2 keV band assuming a spetral index of Γ=1.8.
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4.4.1.3 Hot gas
It is well known that galaxies ontain extended hot halos of gas heated to the virial
temperature emitting in lines and thermal ontinuum. We nd that a luminosity
omparable to that of XRBs is needed from hot gas in early types to aount for
the number of bright 0.5-2 keV soures (Fig. 4.2) whereas XRBs are suient to
explain the entire late-type population. This is onsistent with the fat that hot
gas in early-types is found to onstitute a muh greater fration of the total LX
than in late-types (229). The unresolved CXB, however, annot ontain signiant
ontributions from hot gas for several reasons. First, groups and lusters lose by
with kT>1 keV are easily deteted and removed in the Chandra maps and the joint
IR/X-ray mask used in C13 further eliminates galaxies residing in &1012M⊙ (∼0.1
keV) halos out to z∼2 where high-mass systems beome inreasingly rare. Seond,
normal galaxies have harateristi temperatures of <1 keV where their spetrum
dereases exponentially. At z>1, their ontribution quikly redshifts out of the 0.5-2
keV band. Both of these onsiderations at to redue hot gas ontribution in the
faint unresolved regime whih is dominated by low-mass systems at inreasingly
high redshifts.
To demonstrate this, we use the hot gas properties predited in publily avail-
able semi-analyti models mapped onto the Millennium simulations (82). The hot
gas mass is alulated based on the baryon ontent, ooling and infall rate onto the
halo. We assume a density prole ∝ (1+ (r/r0)2)−3β/2 with a onstant r0 = Rvir/10
and β = 2/3 and apply k-orretions assuming a thermal ontinuum spetrum
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∝ T−1/2vir exp (−E/kTvir) (229). In this desiption, the observed [0.5-2 keV℄ ounts
are reprodued when all systems with masses below 10
13M⊙ are inluded, whih is
roughly the mass sale of the the most massive galaxies. However, the hot gas ounts
atten towards lower uxes where are dominated by the HMXB omponent. This
is shown as red dotted line in Figure 4.5. In Setion 4.4.3 we onsider diuse X-ray
emission in more omplex environments suh as groups and laments, inluding the
warm-hot intergalati medium (WHIM).
4.4.1.4 The unresolved CXB from galaxies
We now have onstruted the evolving XLF, Φ(LX , z), for normal galaxies based on
Equation 4.3 and LX-relations for both late- and early type galaxies. The soure
density on the sky an then be obtained via projetion (Equation 1.17). For a power-
law spetrum, E−Γ, with a spetral index Γ, the k-orretion beomes (1+z)2−Γ.
The power-law slope of X-ray galaxy spetra has been found to lie in the 1<Γ<3
range with a mean of ≈1.8 whih is what we assume for the HMXB and LMXB
ontribution. For the hot gas omponent we k-orret using a thermal ontinuum
spetrum, ∝ T−0.5 exp(−E/kT ).
Figure 4.2 shows the predited umulative X-ray ounts of our galaxy popula-
tion models and ompares them with the observed deep CDFS ounts showing both
the early and late-type ontribution. The bright ounts rise with a near-Eulidian
slope and start turning over towards the faint regime as expeted from both the LF
turnover and osmi expansion. At the ux limit of today's deepest measurements,
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∼ 10−17erg s−1cm−2, the soure ounts are dominated by L⋆FIR galaxies (at the knee
of the LF) gradually turning over to the faint-end regime whih only beomes rel-
evant at muh fainter levels (. 10−19erg s−1cm−2). As long as the ux onverges,
the unresolved CXB utuations are not very sensitive to the faint-end slope of the
XLF.
The spatial CIB×CXB orrelation signal is deteted by C13 after masking
soures resolved in both the Chandra and Spitzer/IRAC maps. The ommon IR/X-
ray mask leaves ∼68% of the pixels in the overlapping 8′×45′ region for the Fourier
analysis. The superior resolution and depth reahed in the Spitzer exposure maps
auses faint X-ray soures to be subtrated well below the detetion threshold of
the Chandra maps. The depth of the joint CXB×CIB analysis is therefore mostly
determined by the IR soure subtration. We therefore assume a xed magnitude
limit in the Spitzer/IRAC maps with X-ray soures removed aording to a seletion
funtion η(SX |mlim) where mlim refers to the IRAC magnitude limit of the near-IR
mask. We also tried relaxing the assumption of a xed mlim and instead used the
omplement of the soure seletion ompleteness in the SEDS EGS eld. This has
little eet on our results. In order to obtain η(SX |mlim) at ux levels inaessible to
urrent X-ray observatories, we look at the distribution of fX/fIR predited in the
semi-analyti model (SAM) of ref. (82) mapped onto the Millennium Simulation.
Mok lightones based on this model were onstruted by ref. (165). Although
mostly onsistent with galaxy ounts in the optial, the semi-analyti model tends to
overestimate the number of small systems ausing the abundane of faint galaxies to
overpredit observed 3.6µm and 4.5µm ounts. We therefore apply a post-orretion
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Figure 4.3 Top: The 4.5µm vs 0.5-2keV ux distribution of normal galaxies from the
Millennium Simulations lightones of Henriques et al. 2012. The ux limit of the
Spitzer/IRAC maps of ref. (66) is shown as the horizontal line. The olor sheme
orresponds to the log-saled ux ontribution to the total (resolved+unresolved)
CIB×CXB SdN/dS, red/blue representing large/low ontribution Bottom: the un-
resolved seletion for X-ray galaxies using an IR threshold of 25 mag extrated from
this atalog (see Eqn 4.9).
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where m(n) are the Millennium SAM derived ounts and nobs are the observed
ounts. We nd that for a modiation fator of δ = 1.05 the population of ref. (165)
is brought into a good agreement with the observed ounts while onserving the total
number of systems and their redshift distribution. Figure 4.3 shows the 4.5µm versus
0.52 keV brightness distribution of normal galaxies aording to the Millennium
SAM where we have used the SFR and M⋆ to predit the X-ray luminosity via
LX = αM
⋆ + βSFR of ref. (207) and inlude a satter of σ = 0.4 (this is the same
relation as the LX -LIR in Equation 4.6 with the onversion SFR/LIR=9.8 × 1011).
The approximate detetion limit of the Spitzer maps is shown in Figure 4.3 as
horizontal line and the olor sheme sales with ux per solid angle i.e. depiting
the ontribution to the total CXB×CIB bakground. From Figure 4.3 it is lear
that most of the bakground light is resolved and eliminated in the masking proess
with a diminishing ontribution from the remaining unresolved soures towards the
bottom left. We dene the seletion funtion of 0.52 keV soure removal as the
unresolved galaxy fration
η(SX |mlim) =
N(SX |m > mlim)
N(SX |m)
(4.9)
and display it in the bottom panel in Figure 4.3. This shows that for an IR limit of
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25 mag, 90% of soures are removed at ≃ 3× 10−18erg s−1cm−2 whih onsiderably
fainter than the ux limit of CDFS (221). Systems identied as subhalos in the
Millennium atalog were removed together with its parent halo provided it is brighter
than mlim. The subhalos have little eet on our results.
Our XLF model allows us to onstrut the ux prodution rate per solid angle









where FX is the X-ray ux per solid angle. Figure 4.4 shows the history of the
emitted X-rays from galaxies remaining after removing IR soures brighter than 25
mag. Very little CXB remains at z . 0.5 after soure subtration but rises thereafter
and peaks at z ∼ 1 lose to the peak of the star formation history.
4.4.2 X-ray AGN
The resolved CXB is dominated by AGN populations whih have been studied in
detail by Chandra and XMM-Newton out to z ∼ 3. For X-ray AGN we use the
population model of ref. (231) based on X-ray luminosity funtions and evolu-
tion of AGN. The models onsider the observed XLFs, k-orretions, absorption
distribution and spetral shapes of AGN and return the observed X-ray ux dis-
tribution at any redshift. The models have been shown to adequately reprodue
soure ounts, redshift distribution and intrinsi olumn densities. Our adopted
AGN population ontains soures in the 0<z<8 range with a wide range in luminos-
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Figure 4.4 Top: The unresolved CIB (4.5µm) prodution rate from unresolved
galaxies, all galaxies and intrahalo light (green, blak ,red). The light shaded region
shows the range of IHL ux for SED templates with dierent ages (20900 Myr),
metalliities (0.040.001Z⊙) and IMF. Model details are explained in Setion 4.3.
The AGN ontribution falls slightly below the plot range. Bottom: The unresolved
0.5-2 keV CXB prodution histories from galaxies, AGN and diuse gas (green, blue,
red).
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Figure 4.5 Upper: The seletion of the unresolved regime for galaxies (darkest gray
shade) and AGN (gray shade). Note that for a onstant mIR limit, a larger fration
of AGN remain unresolved due to their higher X/O ratio and greater dispersion.
The omplement of the X-ray soure seletion in AEGIS-XD ref. (230) is shown
for omparison (lightest gray shade). This essentially denes the unresolved regime
in C13 for X-ray soure removal i.e. without additional IR masking. Lower: The
soure ounts of ref. (204) ompared with our adopted ref. (231) model for AGN
(blue), and our XRB population model (green). The dotted line shows the hot gas
ontribution from virialized halos.
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ity, 38 < log(LX/erg s
−1) < 47, to allow for very faint unresolved soures. Column
densities are 20 < log(NH/cm
2) < 26. The evolution of the AGN XLF is modeled
with and without an exponential deay at z>2.7 on top of the extrapolated evolution
from lower redshift parametrization of ref. (232), i.e. φ(L, z) = φ(L, z0)10
−0.43(z−z0)
with z0=2.7 (231). We do not inlude the derease at high-z whih results in a
CIB×CXB signal within a fator of two of the ase with a deline. In Figure 4.5 we
show the ounts from our adopted AGN model and ompare with data.
The extent to whih AGN are removed by the joint IR/X-ray mask of C13 is es-
timated based on data from ref. (218) who provide X/IR ux ratios for 1761 soures
in the COSMOS survey reahing S0.5−2keV = 1.9× 10−16erg s−1cm−2. Towards faint
uxes AGN tend to beome brighter at 3.6µm deviating from the lassi X/O=0. We
t a linear relation to the 3.6µm vs 0.5-2 keV distribution, mIR = −1.5 logSX − 1.7,
and extrapolate to the faint regime with a large Gaussian dispersion of σ=1.5 mag.
We then apply mlim = 25 to extrat the seletion η(S) for the X-ray removal (see
Eqn 4.9). The satter σ=1.5 mag is hosen suh that the resulting shot noise PXSN in
the X-ray power spetrum mathes the data. The seletion is shown in the top panel
in Figure 4.5 demostrates the extended tail of unresolved X-ray AGN aused by the
wide dispersion in their IR ux (see 218). In Figure 4.4 we show the unresolved
AGN CXB prodution rate as funtion of the redshift. The bulk of the CXB ux
from undeteted AGN omes from z∼1.
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4.4.3 Diuse Hot Gas and WHIM
In Setion 4.4.1 we alulated the CXB ontribution of gas heated within galaxies.
However, diuse gas in groups and laments (inluding the WHIM) also ontributes
to the CXB and was found to dominate the unresolved 0.5-2 keV CXB utuations
of (210). Saling relations indiate that the X-ray masking of C13 removes galaxy
lusters and groups down to log(M/M⊙) = (12.5 − 13.5) (i.e. kT<1.5 keV) (233).
Thus only the low luminosity (low mass) and warm population of galaxy groups and
laments ontributes to the unresolved CXB.
Sine this lass of objets is diult to model analytially, we desribe their
properties using a set of mok maps from ref. (234), who used a osmologial hy-
drodynamial simulation to dene the expeted X-ray surfae brightness due to the
large sale strutures. The original hydrodynamial simulation (see the details in
ref. (235)) follows the evolution of a omoving volume of 37.5 h−1Mp3 onsidering
gravity, hydrodynamis, radiative ooling and a set of physial proesses onneted
with the baryoni omponent, among whih a hemial enrihment reipe that allows
to follow the evolution of seven dierent metal speies of the intergalati medium
(IGM). From its outputs, ref. (234) simulated 20 lightones with a size of ∼0.25
deg
2
eah overing the redshift interval 0<z<1.5. Eah pixel of the maps ontains
information about the expeted observed spetrum in the 0.32.0 keV band with an
energy resolution of 50 eV. The emission oming from the IGM was omputed as-
suming an emission from an optially thin ollisionally-ionized gas (Ape in XSPEC)
model and onsidering the abundanes of the dierent metal speies provided by the
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simulation.
These maps/spetra have been onvolved with the Chandra response in order
to reprodue the eetive Chandra ount rates. Sine the CXB data of C13 are
masked for galaxy lusters, we apply a soure masking on the simulated maps. We
have simulated observations with the atual depth of the C13 eld and added an
artiial isotropi partile and osmi bakground aording to the levels estimated
diretly from the maps of C13. Random Poisson noise was artiially added to the
image and we ran a simple wavelet detetion with a signal to noise ratio threshold
of 4. We have then exluded all the regions within whih the overall enirled signal
from soures is above 4σ with respet to the bakground. The unresolved CXB
prodution rate averaged over all the realizations is shown in Fig. 4.4.
4.5 The Angular Auto/Cross Power Spetrum of Multiple Populations
As before, we desribe osmi bakground utuations by the angular power spe-
trum, P (q) = P (q)+PSN. The rst term, representing the lustering, an be related






















c , z)dz (4.11)
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Figure 4.6 The auto power spetra of the unresolved CIB utuations at 3.6µm and
4.5µm. Data points are from ref. (66). The ontribution from known galaxies and
AGN are show as green and blue line respetively (the AGN ontribution barely
visible above the plot range). The hypothetial IHL ontribution is shown as red
dashed line. We ompare this with the original IHL model from ref. (67) (dotted
lines). All models are onvolved with the IRAC beam taken from ref. (54; 78).
Figure 4.7 The auto power spetra of the unresolved X-ray bakground utuations
from dierent populations at the levels of C13. The ontribution of normal galaxies
(mostly XRBs) is shown in green and AGN in blue and hot/warm gas in red. We
also display the net oupling term of the three omponents (orange).
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whih we have modied to aount for several distint populations. The quantities
in the square brakets are the unresolved ux prodution rates onstruted in the
previous setions for eah soure population whih are denoted by the indies i and j
running over 1: galaxies, 2: AGN, 3: diuse emission. The summation results in six
terms, three auto power terms (i = j) and three ross terms (i 6= j) that represent
the oupling of dierent populations that live at the same epohs and share the













where Slim is the minimum deteted soure brightness and i denotes the soure pop-
ulation as before. Note, that the shot noise, sometimes alled Poisson term, does
not have oupling (ross) terms as it represents a random proess and is unorre-
lated between dierent populations. Figures 4.6 and 4.7 show the modeled auto
power spetrum of the angular utuations in the CIB and the CXB respetively,
omparing them with urrent measurements.
In the desription above, oupling terms (i 6= j) refer to the orrelation of
dierent populations at the same wavelength, not ross power between two wave-





















c , z)dz (4.13)
where the summation results in nine terms representing all ombinations of ross
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orrelated X-ray and IR ontributions from dierent soure populations (note the
dierent summation over j ompared to the onditional j ≥ i in Equation 1.24).












whih is added to P IR,X(q). This expression however, requires additional knowledge
of the dSIR/dSX dependene of eah population in order to be evaluated. As our









We test the auray of this Equation using the Millennium lightones whih give
P IR,XSN diretly and nd it to be a good approximation to Equation 4.14 (see Figure
4.9).
4.5.1 Halo Model
Our desription of angular utuations requires knowledge of the power spetrum of
luminous soures. The distribution of soures inside the same ollapsed dark matter
halos an be related to the ΛCDM matter density eld adopting a Halo Oupation
Distribution (HOD) within a widely used halo model formalism (155). Similar to
the proedure in Chapter 2, the power spetrum of lustering an be approximated
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as the sum of two terms
Pij(k) = P
1h
ij (k) + P
2h
ij (k), (4.16)
a one-halo term, P 1h, desribing the orrelated utuations between soures within
the same parent halo, and a two-halo term, P 2h, arising from the spatial orrelation
of two soures hosted by separate parent halos. As before, the i 6= j terms represent
oupling terms between dierent populations, whereas for i = j the expressions
redue to the more familiar form used in Setion 2.5.2. For soure populations i and
j these an be written
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The individual quantities are dened as follows
- dn/dM is the evolving halo mass funtion for whih we use the formalism of
ref. (156)
- 〈N ci (M, z)〉 (N ci shorthand) is the average halo oupation of entral soures
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- 〈N si (M, z)〉 (N si shorthand) is the average halo oupation of satellite soures
- n̄i(z) is the average number density of population i suh that
n̄i =
∫




- P lin(k, z) is the linear ΛCDM power spetrum omputed using the transfer
funtion of ref. (157) and the adopted osmologial parameters.
- u(k|M) is the normalized Fourier transform of the NFW halo prole (158; 155)
- b(M, z) is the linear halo bias adopted from the ellipsoidal ollapse formalism
of ref. (156)
It should be kept in mind that all quantities in Equations (4.16)(4.19) are evolving
with redshift but we have omitted this in the expressions to keep the notation tidy.
4.5.2 Halo Oupation, Bias and Mass Seletion
The halo oupation distribution (HOD) has been widely investigated for both galax-
ies and AGN. We adopt standard parameterizations of N c(M) and N s(M) whih


























Figure 4.8 Upper: The approximate lowest halo mass removed by the IR mask as
a funtion of redshift obtained from the Millennium SAM of ref. (82). The three
lines orrespond to 80,90,95% of systems in the Millennium atalog being removed
(top to bottom). The dashed line indiates the approximate removal threshold
of groups/lusters in the X-ray maps (see 236) Lower: The large sale bias, beff
(Eqn. 4.27), from galaxies, AGN and diuse omponents. The solid lines show the
biasing for a masked density eld with the mass seletion funtion in the upper
panel whereas the dotted lines show the ase of no soure subtration. Notie that
at low redshift, the density eld of undeteted systems is underbiased.
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where Mmin is the minimum halo mass that an host a entral galaxy and σlogM
ontrols the width of the transition of the step from zero to one entral galaxy.
The satellite term has a ut-o mass whih is twie as large as the one for entral
galaxies and grows as a power-law with a slope of α and is normalized by Msat. The
ampliation of the utuations through large sale biasing is most sensitive to the
hoie of Mmin whih is not well known as galaxies in the lowest mass halos are not
deteted. At a given redshift however, the soure subtration removes the massive
halos from top-down and limits the range of mass sales where the unresolved u-
tuation signal arises, Mmin < M < Mcut(z), where Mcut(z) is the lowest mass halo
removed at z (see Figure 4.8, upper). We have adopted the following parameters
of the HOD-model motivated by SDSS measurements of ref. (160): σlogM = 0.2,
Mmin = 10
10M⊙, Msat = 5 × 1010M⊙, and α = 1 where we have deliberately ho-
sen a low uto mass, Mmin, allowing low mass halos hosting galaxies well into the
unresolved regime.
The HOD of AGN is less ertain due to low number statistis but AGN seem to
be preferentially found in halos of ∼ 1012.5M⊙. The HOD has been measured for X-
ray seleted AGN at z.1 (237; 238; 239) and optial quasars out to z∼3 (240; 241).
Previous studies suggest that, ompared to optial quasars, X-ray seleted AGN are
more strongly lustered and reside in more massive host halos but the host halo mass
range is insuiently onstrained for a denitive onlusion (242). Like galaxies,
the entral AGN are modeled as a softened step funtion at Mmin but the satellites
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This desription has ve free parameters: Mmin, the harateristi mass sale of the
step where the HOD goes from zero to a single AGN per halo, with the transition
width ontrolled by σlogM . The mass at whih a halo ontains on average one
satellite AGN is desribed by M1; α is the power-law index ontrolling the steepness
of the satellite HOD with inreasing host mass; Mcut is the mass sale below whih
the satellite HOD deays exponentially. We have hosen parameters obtained in a
numerial study of ref. (243) whih agree with measured values when a seletion
of Lbol > 10
42
erg/s is applied. We interpolate the redshift evolution of the Lbol >
1042erg/s parameters given in Table 2 of ref. (243).
The HOD of our diuse omponent is somewhat unertain as it does not
desribe the same population in X-rays and IR i.e. hot/warm gas as opposed to
diuse starlight. We allow the diuse omponent to trae the NFW halo prole by
onsidering a satellite term only, setting the HOD of entral soures to zero. For
diuse IR, we adopt the parameters from the IHL model of ref. (67) disussed in
Setion 4.3.3, and assume that this omponent arises in halos in the ∼ 109−1012M⊙
range. However, gas does not reah suient temperatures in suh small halos but
we neglet this by allowing hot gas is to live in halos anywhere below the mass limit
of deteted (and removed) groups and lusters identied by ref. (236) in the EGS
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eld (see dashed line in Fig. 4.8).
When faed with soure-subtrated images, the density eld is modied in
the proess of masking the brightest soures whih live in the most massive, and
onsequently, most biased halos. This eet an be aounted for by knowing the
mass dependent luminosity distribution i.e. the onditional luminosity funtion.
Sine we do not have this information, we use the semi-analytial model of (82)
mapped onto the Millennium Simulations to explore the halo mass dependene of
soure removal in deep IR maps. We eliminate all galaxies brighter than mlim=25
and onstrut a mass seletion funtion dened as the fration of unresolved systems
as a funtion of host halo mass
η(M, z) =
N(M, z| > mlim)
N(M, z)
. (4.26)
We display this funtion in Figure 4.8 (upper panel) whih shows the mass sale
at whih 80%, 90% and 95% of the systems are removed as a funtion of redshift.
We multiply our galaxy HOD (Eqn. 4.22) by this funtion, thereby subtrating the
massive halos from the density eld (inluding their satellites). Sine this funtion
is derived from galaxies, we do not apply this mass seletion to the AGN and diuse
omponent and instead use the X-ray luster/group detetion limits of ref. (236) as
the upper mass limits. The overall eet of this is shown in Figure 4.8.
The ampliation of utuations through large sale biasing of the soures
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Figure 4.9 The net ross-power spetrum q2P IR,X(q)/2/π from normal galaxies in
units of erg s−1cm−2nWm−2sr−2. The green line shows the predition from our pop-
ulation model alulated using the Limber equation and the halo model formalism
desribed in the text. The gray areas show the result from diretly Fourier trans-
forming simulated images, PIR,X(q) = 〈∆IR(q)∆∗X(q)〉, obtained from a semi-analyti
models based on the Millennium Simulation (82).










where the mass dependent halo bias omes from the presription of ref. (156). The
quantity is shown in Figure 4.8 for galaxies, AGN and diuse emission. We also
show the bias without halo subtration due to η(M) i.e. in the absene of soure
masking. Note, how the density eld beomes underbiased at low redshifts where
the mask is most eetive.
4.5.3 Comparing utuation models with N-body simulations
In real measurements, the angular power spetrum is obtained diretly from the
masked and Fourier transformed image, Pmn(q) = 〈∆m(q)∆∗n(q)〉. However, our
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alulation of P (q) relies on the projetion of emitting populations via the Limber
equation with empirially motivated assumptions for their HOD. A more sophisti-
ated treatment would link the soure luminosities to host halo masses in a ondi-
tional luminosity funtion, Φ(L(M)) (see e.g. 244; 245). In order to test the validity
of the approximations made, we make use of the Millennium Simulation SAM of ref.
(82) to derive the unresolved CIB×CXB power spetrum from galaxy populations.
The evolving simulation box has been projeted to onstrut lightones that pro-
vide 2 deg
2
mok images of the extragalati sky based on the SAM (165). From
the mok atalogs, we remove all galaxies brighter than IRAC3.6,4.5 magnitude 25
AB inluding substruture assoiated with the parent halo. The X-ray emission is
alulated using the relation of ref. (207) LX = αM
⋆ + βSFR+ (1 + z)0.5 where we
have added the last term to aount for evolution (see Setion 4.4.1).
We alulate the soure-subtrated utuations diretly from the mok images,
〈∆m(q)∆∗n(q)〉, and ompare the results with our utuation model in Figure 4.9.
Despite the dierene in approah, this SAM and our population model predit
onsistent uxes and CIB×CXB ross-power.
4.6 Results
4.6.1 CIB Flutuations
Figure 4.6 shows the auto power spetrum of CIB utuations from unresolved
galaxies, AGN and IHL, omparing them with the measurements of C13. The
ontribution from unresolved galaxies (green) is disussed in detail in ref. (73) and
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the IHL (red) is lose to that of ref. (67). We only use the default model from
ref. (73) whih has been validated in the SEDS survey (Fig. 34 in 35) reduing
the unertainties of the faint-end extrapolation of the luminosity funtion. The
ontribution from AGN (blue) is muh smaller due to their low numbers ompared
to IR galaxies, < 10%. In addition, C13 found that their soure-subtrated CIB
power spetrum is independent of the X-ray mask. This means that X-ray ux
that may be missed by the IR mask, suh as from the wide wings of the extended
Chandra PSF, will show up in the CXB power spetrum but will not ontribute to
the ross-power CIB×CXB.
4.6.2 CXB Flutuations
We nd that the CXB power spetrum is dominated by shot noise from unresolved
AGN (see Fig 4.7) with the ontribution from galaxies and gas being onsiderably
lower. However, a dierent study nds the largest ontribution to ome from hot
gas ref. (210). There are various reasons for the dierent ndings. First, the X-
ray maps of ref. (210) are deeper (4Ms) than C13 (800ks) allowing ref. (210) to
diretly mask AGN to muh fainter levels. Seond, ref. (210) modeled AGN in the
luminosity range 42<log (L/L⊙)<47 whereas we inlude AGN all the way down to
log (L/L⊙)=38. This makes a substantial dierene in the abundane of faint AGN.
The net CXB from unresolved galaxies and AGN is 2.1 × 10−13 and 7.9 ×
10−14 erg s−1cm−2deg−2 respetively. Whereas the CXB power spetrum is onsis-
tent with being entirely due to shot noise from unresolved AGN there is a hint of
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additional lustering towards large sales whih is not aounted for. No reasonable
amount of lustering (bias .30) is suient to aount for enhaned CXB utu-
ations on sales >200′′. If this omponent is real and extragalati in nature, it
ould indiate the soure of the oherene with the CIB utuations. However, it is
important to note that the 0.52 keV utuations are ontaminated by foreground
emission from the Galaxy whih is not sensitive to the removal of extragalati point
soures. Any interpretation of the CXB power spetrum therefore arries an intrin-
si soure of unertainty due to the ontribution of the Galaxy. A non-negligible
Galaxy omponent at <1 keV ould explain why C13 measure a low-level of ross-
orrelation between [0.5-2℄ keV and [2-4.5℄[4.5-7℄ keV maps. While irrelevant for
the CXB×CIB ross-power spetrum, orreting for the Galaxy would redue the
measured CXB power spetrum. Additionally, the extended point-spread funtion
(PSF) of Chandra ould spread some fration of the X-ray point soure ux out-
side the ner IR mask. This would not show up in the CIB×CXB ross-power as
the large sale CIB utuations do not orrelate with either IR or X-ray removed
soures.
4.6.3 CIB×CXB Flutuations
We start with summarizing the resultant ontributions to the ross-power from three
main omponents appearing in Figure 4.10: galaxies, AGN and diuse:
• Galaxies. The largest ontributions to the ross-power omes from galaxies
(galIR × galX, green line) and AGN (galIR − AGNX, purple line). A signiant
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Figure 4.10 The X-ray versus IR ross-power terms of all soure populations om-
pared to measurements from ref. (77). The total ross-power spetrum from all
terms is shown as solid blak line. The individual terms are galxiesIR-galaxiesX
(green), galaxiesIR-AGNX (purple), galaxiesIR-diuseX (orange), AGNIR-galaxiesX
(turquoise), AGNIR-AGNX (blue) and diuseIR-diuseX (red). Auto terms are shown
as dashed lines (i = j) whereas oupling terms (i 6= j) are shown as dashed-dotted
lines.
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galaxygalaxy omponent is expeted beause i) they make-up a substantial
unresolved CIB omponent and ii) dominate AGN at faint X-ray uxes (see
Fig. 4.5). The small sale ross-power is in good agreement with the data, the
galIR × galX shot noise making up∼30%. This fration dereases towards large
sales however. In order to explain the shape of the CIB×CXB utuations
at all sales in terms of galaxies only, one needs to alleviate the problem of
the low lustering with respet to shot noise, as is the ase with the CIB
utuations. Simply inreasing the ux of the unresolved populations would
overprodue the small sale power. A way of inreasing the large sale power
without aeting the shot noise is to enhane the galaxy bias. However, this
requires bias of &10 whih is not expeted for faint low-mass systems. We
therefore onlude that the entire CIB×CXB signal annot originate from
normal galaxies unless future measurements show that the ross-utuations
(q2P (q)/2/π) derease towards large sales as opposed to staying roughly at
as indiated by the C13 data.
• AGN. Shot noise from unresolved AGN provides the largest ontribution,
∼60% to the small sale CIB×CXB power (Fig 4.10, blue line). This is beause
a greater fration of bright AGN remains unresolved after IR masking (see
Figure 4.5). At large sales, their AGNIR×AGNX ontribution is small due
to lower ux in both IR and X-rays ompared with galaxies. However, a
substantial ontribution omes from X-ray AGN orrelating with IR galaxies
(purple line). As shot noise does not appear in this term, the ross power
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spetrum has a shape that resembles the data but with an amplitude whih is
more than an order of magnitude below the data. To test whether this term
ould be enhaned, we examined the ase in whih the IR soure subtration
removes no additional AGN i.e. only AGN deteted in X-rays are removed.
This gives an amplitude that is one order of magnitude below the data points.
Enhaning the lustering of the AGN population to the levels of very biased
high-z quasars, orresponding to AGN living in > 1013M⊙ halos, still falls
below the measured levels. In fat, both our AGN population model (231)
and our AGN removal seletion (218) are hosen onservatively and should, if
anything, give a smaller signal (see Figure 4.5).
• Diuse. Dispersed starlight around and between masked galaxies an share
the same environment with diuse warm gas in ollapsed halos and laments.
For distant strutures however, the thermal spetrum of the ionized gas, ∼1
keV, quikly redshifts out of the 0.5-2 keV band (see Setion 4.4.3) and has
therefore limited orrelations with the IHL whih mostly arises at dierent
epohs, z ∼ 1− 4. Despite this, the large sale CIB×CXB omponent arising
between IHL and warm gas at z < 1 is omparable to that of galaxies and
AGN (see Figure 4.10, red). The diuse omponent ould be made larger if
the bulk of IHL emission arose at low-z in halos & 1012.5M⊙, but this would
be unlikely to explain the entire CIB×CXB data. Coherene between IHL
and X-ray galaxies/AGN is also diult to aommodate for the following
reasons. In the resolved regime, the point soures are masked so any X-ray
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Figure 4.11 The 4.5 vs 0.52 keV ross power spetrum. Data points are from
C13. The dark gray region orresponds to the 1σ unertainty in the best t model
P (q) = a1PΛCDM + a2 with the two individual terms shown as light gray regions.
Our model of net ontribution from galaxies, AGN and diuse emissions is shown
as blak dashed line.
emission originating in the entral regions is eliminated with no orrelation
with diuse IR light outside the mask. In the unresolved regime, the IR
galaxies themselves should dominate over IHL whih an only onstitute a
fration of the total galaxy light. We already aount for the oherene of
unresolved IR galaxies with X-ray galaxies/AGN. Furthermore, the fat that
the CIB utuations are not sensitive to the X-ray mask argues against the
removed X-ray soures being responsible for the CIB×CXB signal. We note
the additional problems with the IHL hypothesis in Se. 4.3.3.
Despite the large unertainties in the data, there seems to be a systemati
lak of ross-power at the large sales > 300′′ where the soure lustering is in the
linear regime. At small sales, our modeled shot noise term is in agreement with
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Table 4.1 Comparison of our net model with the best-t model P (q) = a1PΛCDM+a2.




(a1 × 1017) (a2 × 1019)
3.6µm 4.5µm 3.6µm 4.5µm
Best-t 2.5±2.1 4.3±1.7 1.0±0.4 1.3±0.3





the data. To better understand these results, we onsider a simple model omposed
of linear ΛCDM lustering and a noise term, P (q) = a1PΛCDM + a2 where a1 and
a2 are free parameters and PΛCDM is normalized to unity at 1000
′′
. This model
is then onvolved with the Chandra response funtion. For 4.5µm vs [0.52 keV℄,
we nd best-t parameters a1 = (4.3 ± 1.7) × 10−17 and a2 = 1.3 ± 0.3 × 10−19
in erg s−1cm−2nW m−2sr−1, resulting in a χ2/12 = 1.2 (see Figure 4.11)3. The
net power from our model of z < 6 soures (blak line) is a poor t to the data
(χ2/8 = 2.8) falling more than an order of magnitude below the best-t model. This
distintion is not signiant at 3.6µm vs [0.52 keV℄ due to the large unertainties
but the systematially growing disrepany towards large sales suggests the same
behavior as 4.5µm vs [0.52 keV℄. This is illustrated in Figure 4.12.
3
The smallest sale data point at 10.5′′ is oset with respet to the rest and as a result leads
to smaller a2 and drives up the χ
2
. This is why the gray best-t region seems somewhat below
the small sale data points. If we neglet this data point the best-t model is brought in perfet
agreement with our modeled shot noise.
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Figure 4.12 The systemati disrepany of the ross power spetra of our model and
the data as a funtion of angular sale, Pdata(q)/Pmodel(q). The normalized model is
indiated by the dashed line. The 1σ regions of the best-t two parameter model is
show in light gray.
4.7 Disussion
In this paper we have onsidered known populations of X-ray soures at z < 6 in
an attempt to explain the measured spatial oherene of the unresolved CIB and
CXB. The dominant ontribution to the modeled CIB×CXB signal omes from
unresolved galaxies ontaining X-ray binaries and IR galaxies assoiated with X-ray
emitting AGN found within the same large sale strutures. However, we nd that
the ombined ontribution from galaxies, AGN and hot gas, is unable to produe
the large sale ross-power needed to explain the data. At 4.5µm vs 0.52 keV, the
large sale ross-power is only (2.6±1.0)% of the best-t model, but the disrepany
dereases towards small angular sales where the shot noise beomes onsistent with
the best-t. At 3.6µm vs 0.52 keV these identiations are not robust due to larger
unertainties in the data.
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While other mehanisms apable of produing a orrelation between X-rays
and IR may exist, they are generally expeted to be muh weaker than the dominant
forms onsidered in this work: galaxies, AGN and hot gas. Thermal emission from
hot dust ∼700K would have to arise in the loal universe as it would otherwise
redshift out of the near-IR bands and it is also inonsistent with the observed blue
olor of the soure-subtrated CIB utuation in the 2.4-4.5µm range. Beause of its
red olors, any dust dominated omponent would have to be underdominant in the
CIB utuations while being assoiated with X-ray emission from the dominant CXB
omponent i.e. the Galaxy foreground or obsured AGN. Infrared irrus emission in
the Galaxy should absorb X-rays and exhibit a negative ross-power ontrary to the
measurements of C13. In the ase of obsured AGN, they make up a greater fration
of the hard CXB and are less signiant in soft X-rays. This is not onsistent with
the fat that C13 detet CIB×CXB ross-orrelation in the 0.52 keV band but not
in the harder bands. Furthermore, the ross-orrelation between the [0.52℄ keV
band and both [24.5℄ and [4.57℄ keV are small. There is a hint of lustering in the
CXB power spetrum at >100′′ whih may or may not be the soure of oherene
with the CIB. However, the omponent produing the large sale CIB×CXB annot
onstitute less than ∼1520% of the CXB lustering.
The possibility that the CIB×CXB signal is ontributed by high-z miniquasars
is disussed in C13. Suh objets are expeted to form early and grow rapidly in
order to explain the population of bright quasars already in plae at z ∼ 6. Ref.
(79) have onstruted a population model of highly obsured diret ollapse blak
holes that is able to aount for 1) net CIB measurements and γ-ray absorption
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onstraints, 2) the shape and amplitude of the soure-subtrated CIB utuations,
3) the unresolved soft CXB level, and 4) the shape and amplitude of the spatial
oherene in the unresolved CIB×CXB. The inlusion of suh a omponent improves
the CIB×CXB best-t onsiderably (see Fig 4.11). Whether these requirements an
be realistially satised physially by other types high-z miniquasars and at the
same time stay within limits imposed by reionization and blak hole mass growth,
will be investigated in future work.
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Chapter 5: Summary and Conlusions
In this dissertation I have sought to understand urrent CIB measurements in terms
of all soures emitting sine the era of the rst stars. First, I did so by modeling
the CIB arising from known galaxy populations using 233 measured UV, optial
and NIR luminosity funtions from a variety of surveys spanning a wide range of
redshifts. I found that utuations from known galaxy populations are unable to
aount for the large sale CIB lustering signal seen by urrent spae observato-
ries, and ontinue to diverge out to larger angular sales. This suggests that known
galaxy populations are not responsible for the bulk of the observed utuation signal
and favors a new population of faint and highly lustered soures. I also empirially
reonstruted the evolving extragalati bakground light from galaxies, deriving
the assoiated opaity of the universe to high energy photons out to z ∼ 4. In the
absene of signiant ontributions to the osmi diuse bakground from unknown
populations, I found that the universe appears to be largely transparent to γ-rays
at all Fermi/LAT energies out to z ∼ 2 whereas beoming opaque to TeV photons
already at z . 0.2. Finally, I studied ontributions from extragalati populations
to the positive ross-orrelation signal of the CIB utuations with the CXB. I mod-
eled the X-ray emission from AGN, normal galaxies and hot gas, alulating their
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CXB ontribution and spatial oherene with all infrared emitting ounterparts. At
small angular sales, I found the oherene between the CIB and the CXB to be
onsistent with galaxies and AGN whereas at large sales the net ontribution ould
only aount for a fration of the signal. The disrepany suggests that the signal
originates from the same unknown soure population produing the CIB lustering
signal out to ∼1 deg.
5.1 Future Outlook
There exist several avenues along whih CIB studies an be advaned, both in the
near future and in the long term. In the short term, we will rely on more mea-
surements from ongoing missions and better theoretial modeling of both the sig-
nal and foregrounds. New utuation measurements will soon be emerging from
HST/WFC3, CIBER andAKARI/IRC, Spitzer/IRAC, Chandra, and XMM-Newton,
all of whih will provide additional insights. However, there are several future obser-
vatories on the horizon that promise to deliver unpreedented measurements of CIB
utuations, both in terms of depth and angular sales. Most notably, the James
Webb Spae Telesope (JWST), urrently sheduled to launh in 2018, will probe
deeper than any other instrument enabling the removal of very faint soures while
leaving plenty of bakground pixels due to its superb resolution. The set of lters for
its Near Infrared Camera overs the entire near-IR range 0.6-5µm inluding 1-3µm
where little CIB data urrently exists. NIRCAM will allow for a targeted searh for
a Lyman-break in the CIB via ross-orrelations between individual lters, thereby
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uniquely determining the epoh of the signal.
The Eulid telesope is sheduled to launh in 2018/19 with major siene
goals foused on dark energy, dark matter, primordial initial onditions, and modi-
ed gravity. With a target survey area of 20,000 deg
2
in several bands overing 0.5
2µm the observatory will enable CIB utuations measurements of unpreedented
auray. Our ESA seleted siene program, Looking at the Infrared Bakground
Radiation Anisotropies with Eulid (LIBRAE) led by NASA/GSFC, will use Eu-
lid's wavelength and area overage to onlusively identify the origin of the CIB
utuations in two ways: First, a utuation signal originating somewhere in the
z=1020 range should vanish shortwards of the Lyman break where radiation is
absorbed by neutral hydrogen i.e. in the (1 + z)λLy = 1 − 2µm range. Seond, the
power spetrum of the utuations should start turning over at sales lose to the
rst baryoni aousti peak (& 1◦) as predited by the ΛCDM power spetrum. The
preise angular sale at whih this ours depends on the angular diameter distane
to the epoh where the unresolved CIB was produed.
WFIRST is a NASA-led mission that shares many of the primary siene goals
with Eulid. WFIRST however, with its larger mirror size, will onentrate on a
smaller area 2000 deg
2
but reahing muh deeper, ∼27 mag. WFIRST will be well
suited for measuring the CIB and will bridge the gap between JWST and Eulid in
terms of depth and area.
In order to establish a lustering signal from the high-z universe from future
data, one must have a good understanding of unresolved foreground galaxies at the
depths and angular sales reahed by eah of the upoming missions. Sine the
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appearane work of Helgason et al. 2012, more deep survey data has been published
that provide better onstraints on faint galaxy ounts. In light of better onstraints,
CIB measurements with upoming missions would greatly benet from a redution
of the systemati unertainties in the abundane of faint galaxies of Helgason et al.
2012 (HFE/LFE); i.e. better onstraints of the slope for extrapolation to still fainter
levels. The methodology of Helgason et al 2012 an be used to develop a reliable halo
mathing algorithm that populates dark matter halos in N-body simulations with
observed galaxy abundanes. This an be used to generate realisti mok images
adapted to the instrument speiations of JWST, Eulid and WFIRST, allowing
one to better understand various eets assoiated with CIB soure subtration.
Examples of suh eets inlude, i) the extent satellite galaxies are masked along
with their parent halo, ii) to what extent the removal of the brightest, and most
biased galaxies modies the unresolved density eld seen in the remaining pixels,
and iii) whether any form of missing light in extended halos between masked galaxies
an aet measurements.
The Fermi/LAT instrument is likely to yield important insights into the CIB.
The growing LAT database is now reahing suient photon statistis at its highest
energy bins enabling it to probe the CIB exess from early soures. This is beause
the onset of γ-ray absorption ours at lower energies for soures at higher z, bringing
it into the sensitivity range of the LAT; and beause the γγ-optial depth is xed by
the proper photon number density, ∝ (1+z)3, whih at high-z beomes large even for
low CIB levels. Beause searhing for CIB emissions from early epohs is optimally
probed with &10 GeV photons, the reent release of The First LAT Catalog of
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High Energy Soures (1FHL) would make suh a searh an interesting extension of
Helgason & Kashlinsky 2012 (246). The 1FHL ontains 47 blazars with measured
redshifts above z = 1 (39 FSRQs, 8 BL Las) out of whih 35 are signiantly
deteted above 30 GeV (202). Additionally, the LAT team is urrently working on
a omplete reonstrution of the data alled Pass 8 (247) whih will provide 25%
more aeptane above 1 GeV, greatly inreasing the high energy statistis needed
for suh a study.
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Chapter A: Appendix
A.1 LF Binning and Interpolations
Beause of degeneray in (α,M⋆,φ⋆), dierent sets of Shehter parameters an rep-
resent LFs of very similar shapes. The method used in Setion 2.3 disentangles
the Shehter parameters to t their evolution individually. In addition to this,
we used an alternative approah in whih the shape of eah measured LF is kept
intat. We took eah LF in its rest-frame and redshift the assoiated emission to
the observed wavelength, λobs = λrest(1 + z). We examine the all LFs that meet the
riterion λ0−∆λ < λobs < λ0+∆λ where λ0 is the enter of the NIR band and ∆λ
is roughly the FWHM of the lter. The inserts in Figure 10 show the redshift distri-
bution of available LFs whih an be observed through JHKL. In a given band, we
plae eah LF in redshift bins and take the funtional average of Φ(M) in ommon
bins so that we have a unique LF at eah redshift. We thus have template LFs,
Φi(M |zi), in eah of the observed NIR bands and the rest of the analysis is idential
to that in Setion 2.3 following from Equation (2.5) (we interpolate the evolution
and projet the populations onto the sky). The major shortoming of this method
is the redshift information. Averaging over several LF in a ommon redshift bins is
immune to the eets of Shehter parametrization but omes at the ost of rude
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Figure A.1 Comparison between our default method (dashed) and the alternative
method presented here (solid). The two urves agree to within 20% in the range
shown. The data shown in the bakground is the same as in Figure 2.5. The insets
show the redshift distribution of LFs avalable in for the alulation in eah band
(i.e. λ0−∆λ < λobs < λ0+∆λ).
evolution i.e. the sampling of z is determined by the number of z-bins. As seen in
Figure A.1 there is no guarantee that there exists a LF measurement falling into
λ0−∆λ < λobs < λ0+∆λ in eah redshift bin. In this ase we borrow LFs from
neighboring wavelengths saling them aording to syntheti spetra. Figure 10
shows that despite these limitations, we obtain very omparable number ounts to
the ones in Setion 2.4, agreeing to within 20% in the relevant magnitude range.
A.2 Consisteny notes
A.2.0.1 K-orretion
Calulating the absolute magnitudes of a galaxy sample requires a k-orretion to
aount for the oset in the rest-frame and the observed SED due to the osmologial
redshift (e.g. 130; 248)
MX = mX −DM(z) −K(λX , λX′) (A.1)
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where X refers the band of interest. The k-orretion an be written (in AB mag-
nitudes)
K(z) = (mX′ −mX)− 2.5 log10(1 + z) (A.2)
where mX is the observed brightness of a galaxy at redshift z and m
′
X is its rest-
frame brightness in X-band. The exat value of the k-orretion requires knowledge
of the spetral energy distribution (SED) of the soure and is ommonly evaluated by
assuming a template SEDs based on the galaxy type/olor. This treatment is fairly
reliable for low-z galaxies but the orretion an beome large for high-z galaxies and
dominate the unertainty in the derived LF, espeially in the blue bands. Reent
multiband photometri surveys oer a robust way of reduing this SED dependeny
by utilizing magnitudes in multiple bands to onstrain the best-t SED . Not only
does multiband overage indiate SED shape but when probing the LF in the rest-
frame band Y entered at λY , the galaxy ux an be sampled in the band X whih
is losest to λY (1+z). In other words, the observed lter (X) that best mathes the
redshifted rest-frame band of interest is the one that minimizes |λX − λY (1 + z)|.
The k-orretion needed then beomes the matter of setting this quantity to exatly
zero whih is typially a small orretion. We an rewrite Equation (A.1) in this
framework
MY = mX −DM(z) −K(λX , λY (1 + z)) (A.3)
where the SED dependene of the k-orretion is now small even at high redshifts.
Baktraking the original proedure to apparent magnitudes now requires simply
K(z) = −2.5 log10(1 + z) whih we use in Equation 2.6.
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A.2.0.2 Photometri Systems
Unfortunately, there is no photometri system whih is universally aepted and the
dierent ways used to evaluate the apparent magnitude of galaxies in the survey
an introdue biases aeting the derived luminosity funtions (see ref. (249) for
a review of photometri systems). As the ux from a galaxy diminishes from the
enter it will eventually drop below the bakground noise to be missed by the aper-
ture. Photometri systems based on total magnitudes, suh as Sérsi, are usually
preferred sine they diretly quantify the physial ux while apertures suh as Kron
and Petrosian will always suer from missed light to some extent. However, total
magnitudes typially assume an extrapolated prole whih is model-dependent and
has larger measurement errors (118). The Petrosian system an be advantageous
sine it ompensates for the eets of seeing by inreasing the fration of the light
reovered from a galaxy when its angular size is small (250). Despite this, Petrosian
magnitudes are found to underestimate Sérsi by 0.2 mag (251; 250). Likewise,
2MASS Kron and isophotal magnitudes may aount for only 50-80% of the total
ux in the most extreme ases (252)). For example, ref. (119) show that their
UKIDSS Petrosian magnitudes an be up to 0.5 mag fainter than 2MASS Kron
magnitudes. The fration of the lost ux inreases towards fainter galaxies and
may ause a systemati underestimation of the faint-end luminosities as well as the
luminosity density. ref. (253) provide a good analysis of the eets of dierent pho-
tometri systems used in surveys. They nd an overdensity of faint galaxies when
ompared with the best-t Shehter funtion irrespetive of the aperture system
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used and show that a Shehter funtion parametrization does not provide a good
t at the faint-end. They also show that the use of a photometri systems based
on total magnitudes (e.g. Sérsi extrapolated) have a systematially steeper faint-
end slope than photometri systems based on Kron or Petrosian magnitudes. They
further show that the r-band Kron & Petrosian photometry underestimates the lu-
minosity density by at least ∼15% as they do not aount for missing light. ref.
(87) show that the dierene of the luminosity density resulting from Petrosian and
Sérsi magnitudes should be within <0.1 mag in the SDSS bands and not worth
orreting for given the limitations of both systems. Still many authors apply a
orretion to estimate the total magnitudes in order to derive quantities suh as the
luminosity density in physial units (e.g. (121; 112; 117)). These an be as high as
0.3 mag in the K-band. It seems that unertainties in the LF may be dominated by
the aperture governing the fration of ux reovered, espeially at the faint end.
A.2.0.3 Luminosity Funtion Estimators
In this paper we use LFs derived from a variety of dierent LF estimators. The
hoie of LF estimator is unlikely to be a major soure of disrepany between the
LFs derived by dierent authors although it an lead to dierent ombinations of
the Shehter parameters. The most ommonly used methods are i) the 1/Vmax
method (254), ii) the Sandage-Tammann-Yahil maximum likelihood method (STY)
(255) and iii) the StepWise maximum Likelihood Method (SWLM) (256). The
1/Vmax method is reliable in the sense that it simultaneously gives the shape and
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normalization of the LF requiring no assumption on the parametri form for the LF.
However, it suers from systemati biases in the presene of density inhomogeneities
in the observed eld. The STY method is typially preferred when estimating the LF
over multiple elds sine it has been shown to be unbiased to large sale struture and
does not require binning of the data (256). It does however require an assumption
of a funtional form of the luminosity funtion. The SWML method is widely
used sine it makes no assumption of the LF shape while still being insensitive to
large sale struture. ref. (257) ompare the properties of eah LF estimator and
show how dierent LF estimators tend to be biased towards the faint-end either
overestimating or underestimating the slope, depending on the estimator and the
underlying atalog. In order to minimize suh eets one routinely ompares the
outputs of more than one method (e.g. 100; 107; 124).
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